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This work is concerned with the study of inertial particles in homogeneous
isotropic turbulent flows. In the first part we present the first detailed compar-
isons between experiments and direct numerical simulations (DNS) of inertial
particle clustering, measured through the radial distribution function (RDF) and
the correlation dimension. In a comparison of near-perfect parameter overlap,
we observe good agreement between the RDF predictions of the DNS and the
experimental observations. Our results provide important guidance on ways
to improve future measurements. In the second part we use a high-resolution
DNS at a low and a moderate Reynolds number to investigate inertial particle
relative velocity statistics within the dissipation range and the inertial range of
turbulence. Within the dissipation range we highlight the second-order longi-
tudinal velocity structure function and study scaling properties as a function of
Stokes number, a non-dimensional measure of particle inertia. We find clear ev-
idence of so-called ‘caustics’ and also find support for the existence of a critical
Stokes number, S tc, below which the influence of caustics is negligible, in agree-
ment with recently published work. In the inertial range we calculate the scaling
exponents of the velocity structure function of order 2 through 8 in the longitu-
dinal and transverse directions. We find that with increasing inertia, the longi-
tudinal structure function scaling exponents become more intermittent-like, in
contrast to well known examples of single-point inertial particle statistics such
as acceleration. In addition, we find that the effect of filtering is primarily re-
sponsible for the observed behavior. In the third and final part we use DNS
to investigate acceleration statistics of inertial particles. Specifically, we address
the importance of biased sampling and biased filtering on the tails of the acceler-
ation probability density function as a function of Stokes number. Our findings
show that while biased sampling is the dominant effect, biased filtering is still
relevant even at Stokes numbers as low as 0.2. Further, we attempt to uncover
what aspects of the underlying flow are controlling particle acceleration statis-
tics by studying the relationship between flow topology and inertial particle
accelerations. This work highlights the interesting array of phenomena induced
by inertia.
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CHAPTER 1
EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL INVESTIGATIONOF INERTIAL
PARTICLE CLUSTERING IN ISOTROPIC TURBULENCE∗
This paper presents the first detailed comparisons between experiments and
direct numerical simulations (DNS) of inertial particle clustering in nearly
isotropic “box turbulence.” The experimental system consists of a box 38 cm
in each dimension with fans in the eight corners that sustain nearly isotropic
turbulence in the center of the box. We inject hollow glass spheres with a mean
diameter of 6 microns and measure the locations of several hundred particles
in a 1 cm3 volume in the center of the box using three-dimensional digital holo-
graphic particle imaging. We observe particle concentration fluctuations that
result from inertial clustering (sometimes called ‘preferential concentration’).
The radial distribution function (RDF), a statistical measure of clustering, has
been calculated from the particle position field. We select this measure because
of its relevance to the collision kernel for particles (e.g., see Sundaram & Collins
1997). DNS of the equivalent system, with nearly perfect parameter overlap,
also have been performed. We observe good agreement between the RDF pre-
dictions of the DNS and the experimental observations, despite some challenges
in the interpretation of the experiments. The results provide important guidance
on ways to improve the measurement.
∗Salazar JPLC, de Jong J, Cao L, Woodward SH, Meng H, Collins LR. 2008. Experimental
and numerical investigation of inertial particle clustering in isotropic turbulence. J. Fluid Mech.
600:245-56 Copyright c© 2008 Cambridge University Press. Reprinted with the permission of
Cambridge University Press.
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1.1 Introduction
Numerical simulations of inertial particles in turbulence have shown that the
particles tend to cluster outside of vortices, in the high-strain regions of the
flow (Eaton & Fessler (1994), Squires & Eaton (1991)). Maxey (1987) correctly
attributed this effect to the centrifugal force acting on the particles in regions
of high rotation, and showed that the divergence of the particle velocity is not
zero, but is proportional to the local difference between the squares of the rate-
of-strain and rate-of-rotation tensors. The effect can give rise to rather dramatic
non-uniformity of the particle concentration field. Particle clustering can influ-
ence a broad range of aerosol processes, such as particle settling (Aliseda et al.
(2002), Wang & Maxey (1993)), evaporation/condensation (Shaw et al. (1998)),
and interparticle collisions (Wang et al. (2000)). Sundaram & Collins (1997) iden-
tified the radial distribution function (RDF), evaluated at contact, as the precise
correction to the collision kernel to account for clustering. The RDF is a measure
of the probability of finding a second particle at a given separation distance from
a test particle (McQuarrie (1976)). The RDF can be computed from a field of M
particles by binning the particle pairs according to their separation distance, and
calculating
g(ri) = Ni/∆ViN/V , (1.1)
where Ni is the number of particle pairs separated by a distance ri± ∆r2 , ∆Vi is the
volume of the discrete shell located at ri, N = 12 M(M − 1) is the total number of
pairs and V is the total volume of the system. The subscript ‘i’ is the discrete in-
dex and does not refer to a vector quantity. Direct numerical simulations (DNS)
have shown the RDF can reach values in excess of 100 for certain parameter val-
ues (Reade & Collins (2000a), Wang et al. (2000)). Subsequent numerical work
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has quantified the dependence of the RDF on the particle Stokes number, and,
to a lesser extent, the Reynolds number (Collins & Keswani (2004)). Theoretical
investigations have yielded predictions of the RDF under a variety of assump-
tions (Chun et al. (2005), Falkovich et al. (2002), Zaichik & Alipchenkov (2003)).
All of the results suggest that inertial clustering could profoundly influence the
evolution of the size distribution of a coalescing aerosol.
One important application where particle clustering may play an impor-
tant role is in the development of convective clouds in the atmosphere. Cloud
droplets below 20 µm in diameter are known experimentally to have fairly low
collection efficiencies; hence, most cloud models assume droplets grow by con-
densation alone until they reach a critical size. However, these models under-
predict the breadth of the droplet size distribution and overpredict the time
required for warm rain initiation by as much as one order of magnitude (Shaw
(2003)). Shaw et al. (1998) hypothesized that droplet clustering may induce va-
por supersaturation fluctuations that will broaden the droplet size distribution.
Falkovich et al. (2002) argued that clustering-enhanced collisions may compen-
sate for the lower efficiency of smaller droplets. Additionally, Reade & Collins
(2000b) observed that particle inertia tends to broaden the size distribution of a
coalescing aerosol.
Although the above arguments provide plausible explanations for the ac-
celeration of cloud development in the atmosphere, quantitative measurement
of inertial clustering remains largely based on DNS. There have been a few ex-
perimental images of clustered particles in turbulence (Eaton & Fessler (1994));
however, only recently have those measurements become quantitative. Wood
et al. (2005) measured a two-dimensional projection of the RDF of entrained
3
particles in a turbulence box by shining a laser sheet at the particles, and mea-
suring their x–y locations with a camera. They found clear evidence of clus-
tering, albeit at levels lower than those found in the DNS study by Sundaram
& Collins (1999). One possible explanation for the discrepancy is an attenua-
tion effect due to the reduced dimension of the measurement, as described by
Holtzer & Collins (2002). Saw et al. (2007) measured the one-dimensional RDF
by sampling droplet arrivals at a fixed volume in a wind tunnel. Arrival statis-
tics were used to compute the one-dimensional projection of the RDF, which too
is susceptible to the error discussed in Holtzer & Collins (2002).
In this paper, we compare heretofore unavailable experimental measure-
ments of the three-dimensional RDF of particles in a ‘turbulence box’ with DNS
under conditions of excellent parametric overlap. These unique measurements
were conducted using a cutting-edge digital holographic imaging technique,
which provides three-dimensional particle locations. Spatial accuracy of the
particle positions is such that the RDF can be calculated reliably up to r/η ∼ 1,
where η = (ν3/ǫ)1/4 is the Kolmogorov length scale, ν is the fluid kinematic vis-
cosity and ǫ is the turbulent energy dissipation rate. These measurements suffer
from none of the effects described above due to projection of the RDF to lower
dimensions. The particle size distribution is moderately broad and, due to res-
olution limitations, the holographic imaging system may not be able to capture
the smaller particles. We input an equivalent distribution of particles into the
DNS that closely matches the distribution in the experiment, and then apply a
high-pass particle size threshold filter to the DNS results to mimic the filtering
done by the digital camera.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of the turbulence box and holographic imaging
setup.
1.2 Experimental Method
1.2.1 Flow and Particle Characteristics
The turbulent flow facility consists of an air chamber (‘turbulence box’) that is 38
cm across, with fans in the eight corners of the box to produce the turbulent flow
field (see figure 1.1). The design of the box is very similar to that used by Birouk
et al. (1996). The flow field in the central region of the the box has been shown
by de Jong et al. (2007) to be homogeneous and isotropic. Flow velocity statis-
tics were obtained by particle image velocimetry (PIV), with use of a Spectra-
Physics PIV-400 dual, injection-seeded Nd:YAG laser (400 mJ/pulse at 532 nm,
8 ns pulse width) and a sharpVISION 1300 CCD camera (10 bit, 1280x1024, 6.7
µm pixel array). The setup is able to reach a Reynolds number based on the
Taylor microscale, Rλ, up to 187. However, due to concerns with achieving sta-
tionary statistics for the RDF that will be discussed later, we have limited the
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Table 1.1: Table of flow parameters. Roman numerals indicate the different com-
parison conditions. We show 95% confidence intervals that were estimated us-
ing the method described by Benedict & Gould (1996) for the turbulence veloc-
ity statistics and Kline & McClintock (1953) for ǫ and related quantities. Further
details can be found in de Jong et al. (2007).
units I II III
Experiment
Horizontal r.m.s velocity urms ms
−1 0.346 ± 0.005 0.529 ± 0.008 0.672 ± 0.010
Vertical r.m.s velocity vrms ms
−1 0.378 ± 0.005 0.582 ± 0.008 0.764 ± 0.011
Turbulent kinetic energy k m2s−2 0.191 ± 0.004 0.449 ± 0.009 0.743 ± 0.016
Turbulent intensity u′ =
√
2/3k ms−1 0.357 ± 0.004 0.547 ± 0.006 0.704 ± 0.007
Turbulent energy dissipation rate ǫ m2s−3 1.33 ± 0.21 4.90 ± 0.76 11.0 ± 1.73
Large eddy length scale L = k3/2/ǫ cm 6.29 ± 0.99 6.13 ± 0.96 5.82 ± 0.94
Large eddy time scale Te = L/u′ s 0.18 ± 0.028 0.11 ± 0.018 0.08 ± 0.013
Kolmogorov length scale η µm 226 ± 8.7 163 ± 6.3 133 ± 5.2
Kolmogorov time scale τη 10−3s 3.37 ± 0.27 1.76 ± 0.14 1.17 ± 0.09
Kolmogorov velocity scale uη ms
−1 0.067 ± 0.003 0.093 ± 0.004 0.114 ± 0.005
Taylor micro-scale λ mm 4.66 ± 0.37 3.72 ± 0.29 3.19 ± 0.26
Reynolds number Rλ — 110 ± 9 135 ± 12 149 ± 13
Direct Numerical Simulations
Reynolds number Rλ — 108 134 147
maximum Reynolds number in the experiments to Rλ ∼ 150. A summary of all
of the relevant flow parameters for each of the conditions investigated is given
in table 1.1. The turbulent energy dissipation rate ǫ reported in table 1.1 is cal-
culated via the longitudinal second-order structure function DLL(r), assuming
inertial subrange scaling DLL(r) = C2(ǫr)2/3 with a universal constant C2 = 2.1
(Sreenivasan (1995)). Figure 1.2 shows two independent measurements of the
second-order longitudinal structure function in compensated coordinates, such
that the ordinate value of the plateau region is ǫ. Refer to de Jong et al. (2007) for
a complete discussion of the measurement of the dissipation rate in our system.
DNS has shown that the degree of particle clustering is a strong function
of the particle Stokes number, defined here as S t ≡ τp/τη, where τp ≡ βd2/18ν
is the viscous response time of the particle, τη ≡
√
ν/ǫ is the Kolmogorov time
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Figure 1.2: Compensated second order longitudinal structure functions
(DLL) for the different flow conditions. Symbols indicate in-
dependent realizations of the experiment.
scale, β ≡ ρp/ρ is the ratio of the particle density to the fluid density and d is
the particle diameter. Maximum clustering occurs for S t ∼ 1. In an attempt to
maximize the signal-to-noise ratio in the experiment, we selected silver-coated
hollow-glass spheres (β = 1375). The probability density function (PDF) of the
particle size is shown in figure 1.3, both in terms of diameter and the corre-
sponding Stokes number at the lowest and highest turbulence conditions in the
study. Clearly, there is a broad range of particle Stokes numbers, peaked be-
tween 0.1–0.2 depending upon the fan speed. This range of Stokes numbers
allows us to observe a good degree of particle clustering in the experiment.
Experiments were initiated by setting the fans to a particular condition and
allowing the system to equilibrate. Particles were then injected into the top of
the box, while simultaneously the digital camera recorded holograms at ∼ 10
Hz. Gravitational settling, as well as adhesion to box and fan surfaces, led to
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Figure 1.3: Particle size and particle Stokes PDFs for I and III. The parti-
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zone particle sensing technique. A sample filtering operation
is shown for dc = 5µm.
a decrease in the particle concentration over time; consequently, particles had
to be re-injected periodically to sustain the concentration in the experimental
volume within the desired range. The negligible particle mass loadings in the
experiment (O(10−4)) led us to believe that the measured turbulence conditions
were not substantially altered by particle injection, although we could not si-
multaneously measure particle and velocity field statistics.
1.2.2 Holographic Imaging
Digital holographic imaging, as in digital holographic PIV, employs a digital im-
age sensor to record the hologram, and uses numerical algorithms to reconstruct
the three-dimensional image volume (Owen et al. (2002), Pan & Meng (2003),
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Xu et al. (2001)). It eliminates the notorious wet film processing of individual
holograms and enables continuous-in-time, three-dimensional, volumetric par-
ticle/flow measurements. However, the low resolution of digital image sensors
has restricted standard digital particle holography to the in-line configuration
(forward scattering). The narrow angular spread of the in-line hologram record-
ing, along with the finite digital sensor pixel size causes severe speckle noise
and a large depth-of-focus in the reconstructed particle image. Consequently,
the current generation of digital holographic imaging systems is limited to mea-
surements at low particle densities (< 1 mm−3) and small flow facilities (< 1 cm
in each dimension).
The large size of our particle-laden turbulence chamber and the dense par-
ticle distribution prohibit the use of standard digital in-line holography due to
its excessive speckle noise. We therefore employ a hybrid digital holographic
system described in Meng et al. (2004) and Cao et al. (2007). In this approach
(figure 1.1), the pulsed laser beam is split into a reference beam and a object il-
lumination beam, allowing a selected volume of particles in the turbulence box
to be imaged at 90◦. The selected illumination and arrangement of 90◦ scatter-
ing avoids the excessive speckle noise from particles along the illumination path
that are outside the volume of interest, as would occur in standard digital in-line
holography. The 90◦ scattered light is then recorded via interference with the
reference beam, which is folded into the hologram’s optical axis. The recombi-
nation of the object and reference beams on-axis minimizes the spatial frequency
of the holographic fringes, such that these can be resolved by the digital sensor.
Such a design has the advantages of speckle-noise suppression provided by off-
axis (side) scattering and the lower resolution requirement provided by on-axis
(in-line) recording. Hence, the hybrid system enables 3D measurements in large
9
flow facilities with significant particle concentrations.
One challenge of the hybrid system is that side scattering does not allow
the use of the complex amplitude method described in Pan & Meng (2003), de-
signed to reduce the depth-of-focus and improve spatial resolution. Fortunately,
images formed by 90◦ scattering inherently have up to an order of magnitude
higher intensity-based axial definition than those formed by forward scattering;
thus we employ an intensity based method to extract particle centroids from
the reconstructed hologram, as described in Pan (2003). However, as intensity-
based methods rely on thresholding of the reconstructed intensity field, smaller
particles in a polydisperse distribution that have lower scattering intensity in-
evitably are lost during the thresholding, resulting in a particle size ‘high-pass’
filtering effect. Therefore, to achieve an accurate comparison between our ex-
periments with a polydisperse distribution and DNS, this filtering effect must
be taken into account.
Even with the hybrid scheme set for a relatively modest measurement vol-
ume of approximately 1 cm3, the extracted particle density (∼2 mm−3) and num-
ber of particles extracted per hologram (∼400) are both well below DNS val-
ues. To obtain acceptable statistical convergence, we must average over multi-
ple holograms, weighted by the number of particles in each hologram.
1.3 Direct Numerical Simulations
The simulation domain consists of a three-dimensional cube of length 2π along
each side (arbitrary units). Periodic boundary conditions make the flow-field
amenable to Fourier spectral methods.
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1.3.1 Governing Equations
The fluid is governed by the continuity and incompressible Navier-Stokes equa-
tions
∇ · u = 0 , ∂u
∂t
+ u · ∇u = −1
ρ
∇p + ν∇2u + F , (1.2)
where u(x, t) is the fluid velocity, p(x, t) is pressure and F(x, t) is a time-
dependent, deterministic forcing function that injects energy into the first
two wavenumbers to maintain statistically stationary, isotropic turbulence
(Witkowska et al. (1997)). The influence of the particle volume on the con-
tinuity equation has been neglected due to the low particle volume loadings,
Φv ∼O(10−7). Note the absence of a particle source term in the momentum equa-
tion. Reverse coupling is neglected, a simplification which is justified due to the
neglibile mass loadings, Φm ∼O(10−4) (Boivin et al. (1998), Sundaram & Collins
(1999)). Particles in the flow field are advanced according to the evolution equa-
tion derived by Maxey & Riley (1983), which for large particle-to-fluid density
ratios (i.e., β≫ 1) simplifies to
dx(i)p
dt = v
(i)
p ,
dv(i)p
dt =
u
[
x(i)p
]
− v(i)p
τ
(i)
p
, (1.3)
where v(i)p is the velocity of the ith particle and u
[
x(i)p
]
is the fluid velocity interpo-
lated at the particle position x(i)p . Additionally, we neglect gravitational settling.
Wang & Maxey (1993) found no appreciable effect of gravitational settling on
the particle concentration statistics for vg/uη < 3, where vg = τpg is the gravita-
tional settling velocity and uη = (νǫ)1/4 is the Kolmogorov velocity scale. In our
simulations, vg/uη ≤ 1 for all of the particles at all flow conditions. Moreover,
71%, 82% and 89% of the particles after filtering (see §1.3.3) have a settling veloc-
ity that is less than 10% of the Kolmogorov velocity scale in flow conditions I, II
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and III respectively. Interparticle collisions are also neglected (Reade & Collins
(2000a)).
1.3.2 Numerical Details
Equations (1.2) are solved on a 2563 grid using a pseudospectral method. Details
of the numerical method can be found in Brucker et al. (2007).
We initialize 600,128 particles with a Stokes (and response time) PDF that
matches the experimental PDF shown in figure 1.3. Heun’s method (two-stage,
second-order Runge-Kutta) is used to numerically integrate (1.3) along each in-
dependent particle trajectory with use of an integrating factor. Fluid velocities
at particle centers are obtained via an 8th order Lagrangian interpolation scheme
similar to the one described in Berrut & Trefethen (2004). Particle response times
for the smallest particles are much smaller than the smallest fluid mechanical
time scale, τη. Reducing the overall time step to accurately update these par-
ticles would be extremely wasteful of the CPU. Instead, the particle updates
are ‘sub-cycled,’ wherein multiple particle time steps are taken per fluid time
step, resulting in a more accurate description of the particle motions with only
a modest increase in CPU.
1.3.3 Filtering
The finite resolution of the camera used to record the digital holograms restricts
the range of particle sizes that can be accurately recorded. The camera pixel
size is approximately 6.5 µm, hence one expects the camera will filter particles
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of that size or smaller. Unfortunately, we have no a priori means of knowing
which particles will be filtered. To mimic the finite resolution of the camera, we
apply a high-pass particle size threshold filter with a variable diameter cutoff,
dc. Figure 1.3 shows the high-pass filter for a cutoff diameter, dc = 5 µm. Particles
in the hatched region are used to compute the RDF. By varying the filter cut-off
diameter over a reasonable range, 0 µm ≤ dc ≤ 10 µm, we observe the sensitivity
of the RDF (see the inset in figure 1.5). Our approach is to fit dc at one fan speed,
and test the agreement between DNS and experiments at the other fan speeds,
under the assumption that dc is not sensitive to the conditions of the experiment.
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1.4 Results and Discussion
At the conditions summarized in table 1.1, the RDF was computed by binning
the particle pairs based on their separation distance, according to (1.1). The ex-
perimental volume is not periodic, thus making the analysis of particles near the
boundaries ambiguous. To eliminate any bias from these particles, we treated
the volume as periodic and paired those particles with reflected particles from
elsewhere in the volume. Numerical experiments with DNS data (taken over
non-periodic sub-domains) showed the error associated with this assumption
to be small.
One unanticipated feature we observed is that following injection, the RDF
evolves towards a stationary state. This can be seen in figure 1.4, which shows
the RDF averaged over seven ‘phases’ following an injection. As shown in the
inset of figure 3, the particle concentration is decreasing in time due to settling
and losses to the fan and wall surfaces. When the particle number dropped
below the detectable limit, we injected additional particles, causing the transient
process to restart. Each ‘phase’ corresponds roughly to 1/2 second following the
peak in the particle concentration of the injection cycle. The steady increase in
the RDF over phases 1–5 is at least qualitatively similar to the build-up in the
RDF observed in DNS at short times, starting from an initially random particle
field. However, precise timings of the injection events were not made in this
study, as we had not anticipated the transient behavior that was observed. Thus,
the focus of this study will be on the stationary behavior we measured in the
final two phases.
DNS at flow conditions that match the Rλ from each of the three experimental
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conditions were performed. Particles with an identical Stokes number distribu-
tion for each experiment were introduced randomly, and the simulations were
run for 10 τeddy, where τeddy ≡ L11/u′ is the large eddy turnover time, L11 is the
longitudinal integral length scale and u′ is the turbulence intensity. The DNS
was continued for an additional 23 τeddy and the RDF was computed every 0.2
τeddy and averaged over the stationary period. The resulting statistical conver-
gence of the RDF was substantially higher than in the experiments.
A complication in comparing the RDF from the experiments and DNS is
that even for identically distributed particles, the RDF is sensitive to the size of
the experimental volume. This can be understood by recognizing that the RDF
(see 1.1) is normalized by the average pair density in the experimental volume
V . Because of clustering, the average pair density for a small sample volume
(such as that found in our experiments) will be larger than the corresponding
value in the thermodynamic limit V →∞. To compensate, we renormalized the
DNS RDF such that the average pair density used was based on the equivalent
sample volume as in the experiment, measured in Kolmogorov units.
The RDFs for conditions I, II and III of table 1.1 are displayed in figure 1.5.
As discussed in §1.3.3, the limited resolution of the camera filters the smaller
particles. We compensate for the camera’s filtering by introducing a high-pass
particle size threshold filter with a cutoff dc. As shown in the inset of figure 1.5,
the RDF increases with increasing dc. Because the particles removed by the fil-
tering process have smaller Stokes numbers, their presence lowers the RDF, or
conversely their removal increases it. The high-pass filter of dc = 8 µm applied
to DNS data shows the best agreement with the experiments at all three condi-
tions. Note that we neglect the first experimental point that is low due to spatial
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measurement errors (particularly in the axial direction) and statistical sampling
errors. Aside from that point, the remainder of the experimental points are gen-
erally in quantitative agreement with the DNS. There are some discrepancies at
r/η ∼ 5, mainly due to a bump in the experimental points that we do not ob-
serve in the DNS, and for which we have no satisfactory explanation. A second
discrepancy occurs at the lowest fan speed for r/η ≤ 2. We could match these
points by setting dc = 9; however, we cannot justify this change.
An alternate measure of inertial particle clustering is the correlation dimen-
sion, D2 (Grassberger & Procaccia (1983)). Bec et al. (2007) used this measure
to quantify particle clustering. Table 1.2 shows the good agreement between
D2 obtained by nonlinear regression of the experimental measurements and D2
from the DNS with filter dc = 8 µm. Chun et al. (2005) predicted the RDF for
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Table 1.2: Correlation dimension, D2, and the power-law exponent, c1, from di-
rect numerical simulations (DNS) and experiments (Exp) at the three conditions.
Also shown is the expression c˜1 = d − D2 for d = 3.
D2 c1 c˜1
Exp DNS Exp DNS Exp DNS
Case I 2.72 2.79 0.25 0.20 0.28 0.21
Case II 2.56 2.67 0.34 0.32 0.44 0.33
Case III 2.51 2.59 0.40 0.39 0.49 0.41
monodisperse particles should behave as a power law of the form g(r) ∼ (η/r)c1 .
For a power-law RDF, the power c1 is related to the correlation dimension as
follows: c1 = d − D2, where d = 3 is the dimension of the space containing the
particles. Table 1.2 shows a comparison of the values of c1 obtained by regres-
sion of both data sets, and we see once again there is good agreement between
experiment and simulations. The expected relationship between c1 and D2 (c˜1
in Table 1.2) is better satisfied by the DNS than by the experimental data. This
is mainly attributed to the lower statistical error in the DNS relative to the ex-
periment.
The filtering operation we implemented in the DNS analysis is a crude ap-
proximation of the complex filtering performed by the camera. We anticipate
the camera will give rise to a convolution of the size distribution rather than
a strict high-pass filter. That is, the resolution of a particle of a given size will
depend upon the number and size of the neighboring particles that surround
it. We have explored this more complex filtering process by generating syn-
thetic digital holograms using DNS particle positions. We ultimately selected
the high-pass filter for its simplicity. We could not justify introducing a more
complex function at this time, particularly given the other uncertainties in the
experiment, and the difficulty of precisely matching the experiment in the DNS.
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Our results support our contention that the high-pass filter is able to capture the
primary effect of the filtering by the CCD camera.
1.5 Conclusions
Three-dimensional measurements of the positions of a polydisperse distribu-
tion of inertial particles in homogenous and isotropic box turbulence were per-
formed using digital holography. Radial distribution functions were calculated
from measurements at three flow conditions. For the first time, quantitative
comparisons of the experimentally obtained RDF were made with results from
direct numerical simulations performed on a 2563 grid with 600,128 particles.
Near perfect parameter overlap was achieved in terms of the particle Stokes
number PDF and flow Reynolds number. A simple high-pass particle size
threshold filter was introduced in the numerical results to mimic the resolution
limitations of the CCD camera. We find very good agreement between experi-
ment and DNS based on a filter cutoff dc = 8 µm. This value is reasonable, given
the camera pixel size is 6.7 µm.
In future experiments, we plan to address the filtering problem by using a
narrower particle size distribution. In addition, work is underway to extend
the analysis of Pan & Meng (2003) to the hybrid scheme. This will allow us to
more accurately distinguish particles from noise, and will improve the accuracy
of the measurement in the axial direction (de Jong & Meng (2007)). Finally, by
implementing a more precise injection scheme, we will be able to investigate the
time dependence of the RDF and compare its transient behavior to the DNS.
This work was supported by the NASA Microgravity Fluid Physics Program
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CHAPTER 2
INERTIAL PARTICLE RELATIVE VELOCITY STATISTICS IN
HOMOGENEOUS ISOTROPIC TURBULENCE∗
In the present study we investigate the scaling of relative velocity structure func-
tions for inertial particles of order two and higher, both in the dissipation range
and the inertial subrange using direct numerical simulations (DNS). Within the
inertial subrange our findings show that contrary to the well-known attenua-
tion in the tails of the one-point probability density function with increasing
inertia (Bec et al. 2006), the exact opposite occurs with the velocity structure
function at sufficiently large Stokes numbers. We observe reduced scaling ex-
ponents for the structure function when compared to that of the fluid, similar
to what occurs with a passive scalar. DNS allows us to isolate effects due to
biased sampling of the velocity field by inertial particles, a result of preferen-
tial concentration, and those that originate from filtering, i.e., the tendency of
inertial particles to attenuate the velocity fluctuations in the fluid. By isolating
these effects, we verify that it is filtering that accounts for most of the scaling
behaviour in the inertial subrange. In the dissipation range we see evidence
of so-called ‘crossing trajectories,’ the ‘sling effect’ or ‘caustics,’ and find good
agreement with the theory put forth by Wilkinson et al. (2006) and Falkovich &
Pumir (2007) for Stokes numbers greater than 0.5. We also look at the scaling
exponents within the context of the model proposed by Bec et al. (2010). An-
other interesting finding is that inertial particles at low Stokes numbers sample
regions of higher kinetic energy than the fluid particle field, the converse occur-
ring at high Stokes numbers. The trend at low Stokes numbers is predicted by
the theory of Chun et al. (2005). This work is relevant to modeling the particle
∗To be submitted to the Journal of Fluid Mechanics.
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collision rate (Sundaram & Collins 1997), and highlights the interesting array of
phenomena induced by inertia.
2.1 Introduction
Turbulent flows laden with inertial particles, i.e., particles with density larger
than the carrier fluid, are relevant to natural phenomena such as cloud for-
mation (Shaw 2003, Warhaft 2009a), plankton distribution (Malkiel et al. 2006)
and planetesimal formation (Johansen et al. 2007) in addition to engineering
processes such as aerosol drug delivery (Li et al. 1996), powder manufactur-
ing (Moody & Collins 2003) and spray combustion (Faeth 1996). Over the past
few decades, numerical solutions of the full Navier-Stokes equations, known as
direct numerical simulations (DNS), have been feasible and only very recently
have the Reynolds numbers of these simulations approached the range of val-
ues found in laboratory experiments (Ishihara et al. 2009). Even then, both ex-
periments and DNS lag far behind Reynolds numbers observed in atmospheric
phenomena (Warhaft 2009b). Nonetheless, even at low to moderate Reynolds
numbers, many of the underlying physical mechanisms can be studied, provid-
ing insight into complex phenomena such as the formation of clouds (Siebert
et al. 2010b).
The collision kernel presented in Sundaram & Collins (1997), which gives
the rate of two-particle collisions per unit volume of the fluid, requires knowl-
edge of two inertial particle pair statistics: (i) the radial distribution function
at contact; and (ii) the mean inward relative velocity along the line of centers
of the two particles. The radial distribution function (McQuarrie 1976) corrects
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the collision kernel for the non-uniformity in the spatial distribution of parti-
cles that results from the spontaneous clustering or preferential concentration
that occurs with inertial particles (Balachandar & Eaton 2010). The inward rel-
ative velocity then controls the rate at which the particles encounter each other.
DNS studies of inertial particles to date have mainly focused on quantifying
the clustering phenomenon (Bec et al. 2007, Chen et al. 2006, Chun et al. 2005,
Coleman & Vassilicos 2009, Collins & Keswani 2004, Goto & Vassilicos 2008,
Maxey 1987, Reade & Collins 2000a, Shaw et al. 1998, Squires & Eaton 1991,
Sundaram & Collins 1997, Wang & Maxey 1993). This important body of work,
along with the related experimental investigations (de Jong et al. 2010, Eaton
& Fessler 1994, Salazar et al. 2008, Saw et al. 2008, Wood et al. 2005) has led
to a greater understanding of the underlying mechanisms of clustering, which
has enabled development of useful models and parameterizations (Ayala et al.
2008, Chun et al. 2005, Coleman & Vassilicos 2009, Goto & Vassilicos 2008, Wang
et al. 2000, Zaichik & Alipchenkov 2003, 2009, Zhou et al. 2001). However, as
noted by Sundaram & Collins (1997), inertia also influences the relative veloc-
ity statistic in complex and profound ways. The classical works of Saffman &
Turner (1956) and Abrahamson (1975) give analytical results for the limits of
zero and infinite inertia respectively, and there exist parameterizations for in-
termediate values of the Stokes number (Ayala et al. 2008), nevertheless there
remain fundamental questions concerning the role of Reynolds number in these
relationships, how gravitational settling couples with turbulence, and what ef-
fect differences in the particle sizes have on the mean relative velocity statistic.
In principle, full knowledge of the collision kernel will allow the prediction of
the evolution of the size distribution of a droplet population (Reade & Collins
2000b) in applications as complicated as an atmospheric cloud. In particular,
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the role of turbulence in clouds remains controversial, with some advocating
for its significance (Falkovich et al. 2002, Shaw et al. 1998, Siebert et al. 2010a,
Wilkinson et al. 2006), while others have questioned its importance (Chaumat &
Brenguier 2001, Grabowski & Vaillancourt 1999, Vaillancourt et al. 2001), in part
because of this lack of a complete understanding of the phenomenon.
In the present study we investigate the scaling of relative velocity structure
functions of order two and higher for inertial particles in both the dissipation
range and the inertial subrange. The relative velocity structure function of order
p is herein given by
G‖,⊥p (r, S t) ≡
〈[
∆v · e‖,⊥
]p〉 (r) , (2.1)
where 〈·〉 indicates the ensemble average, ‖ and ⊥ represent the directions
parallel (longitudinal) and perpendicular (transverse) to the separation vector
r, respectively, e is the unit vector in the direction given by the superscript,
∆v(r, S t) ≡ v(x + r, S t) − v(x, S t), v(x, S t) is the particle velocity at position x,
S t ≡ τp/τη is the particle Stokes number, which is a non-dimensional measure
of its inertia, τp = ρpd2/(18ρν) is the particle relaxation time and τη ≡
√
ν/〈ε〉 is
the Kolmogorov time scale, characteristic of the turbulence small scales. In the
above expressions, d is the particle diameter, ρp is the particle density, ρ is the
fluid density, ν is the fluid kinematic viscosity and ε is the instantaneous, local
turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate. Note that v(x, S t = 0) = u(x), where
u(x) is the fluid velocity at position x.
Recent work (Falkovich et al. 2002, Falkovich & Pumir 2007, Wilkinson et al.
2006) has drawn attention to the role played by caustics, also referred to as cross-
ing trajectories (Yudine 1959) or the sling effect, whereby the inertial particle
velocity field need not be single-valued at a given point. This results when par-
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ticles are flung from different regions of the flow towards the same point. These
studies suggest that caustics can increase the collision rate significantly.
In this work we seek evidence of caustics and their effects on two-point
statistics relevant to the interparticle collision rate and dispersion. DNS allows
us to isolate effects due to biased sampling of the velocity field by inertial parti-
cles and those that originate from filtering, i.e., the tendency of inertial particles
to filter higher frequency modes of the velocity field with increasing inertia, or
in other words, the tendency of becoming more sluggish. All statistics com-
puted are compared to those of fluid particles.
Our findings show that contrary to the well-known attenuation in the PDF
tails of one-point statistics with increasing inertia (Ayyalasomayajula et al. 2006,
Bec et al. 2006), the exact opposite occurs with two-point statistics at sufficiently
large Stokes number. This in turn leads to reduced scaling exponents of the
structure function when compared to that of the fluid, similar to what occurs
with a passive scalar. However, we believe the origin of this apparent increased
intermittency lies in the caustics. Although caustics apply in the strict sense to
a zero separation distance, we extend the notion to the inertial subrange, inter-
preting caustics as leading to an increased decorrelation with respect to collo-
cated fluid particles. We also find that low S t particles tend to sample regions of
the flow with higher kinetic energy. This biased sampling reaches a maximum
at S t ≈ 0.2.
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Table 2.1: Table of DNS flow statistics. The turbulent kinetic energy is given by∫ κmax
0 E(κ)dκ, where E(κ) is the energy spectrum function and κmax is the largest
resolved wavenumber. The longitudinal integral length scale is given by L =
π/(2u′2)
∫ κmax
0 [E(κ)/κ] dκ.
units I II
Reynolds number Rλ = u′2
√
15/(ν〈ε〉) — 60 120
Turbulent kinetic energy k
[
L2T−2
]
1.43 1.43
Turbulent intensity u′ =
√
2/3k
[
LT−1
]
0.98 0.98
Turbulent energy dissipation rate ǫ
[
L2T−3
]
0.33 0.32
Longitudinal integral scale L [L] 1.60 1.44
Integral time scale T = L/u′ [T] 1.64 1.48
Kolmogorov length scale η [L] 0.046 0.017
Kolmogorov time scale τη [T] 0.184 0.097
Kolmogorov velocity scale uη
[
LT−1
]
0.248 0.175
Small scale resolution κmaxη – 5.4 2.0
Normalized simulation time Tend/T – 19.8 22.0
Number of grid points N3 – 2563 2563
Number of particles at each S t – 32,768 32,768
2.2 Numerical methods
We consider the case of small (d ≪ η) and heavy (ρp/ρ ≫ 1) particles, where η ≡[
ν3/〈ε〉
]1/4
is the Kolmogorov length scale. Basset forces are neglected, as well
as lubrication effects and added mass. Gravitational forces are also neglected.
In the limit of low volume Φv and mass fractions Φm we may neglect effects
on the continuity equation and reverse-coupling (Boivin et al. 1998, Sundaram
& Collins 1999). In addition, interparticle collisions are not considered. The
resulting governing equations for the inertial particles are (Maxey & Riley 1983)
dX
dt = v , (2.2)
dv
dt = v˙ =
u − v
τp
, (2.3)
where X, v and v˙ are the particle position, velocity and acceleration, respec-
tively. The fluid particles are advanced by solving the Navier-Stokes equations
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in spectral space and performing an inverse FFT to obtain the velocity values on
a regularly spaced grid. The fluid velocities are then interpolated to the particle
positions via an 8th order Lagrangian interpolation scheme (Berrut & Trefethen
2004). The position of fluid particles is advanced according to
dX
dt = u . (2.4)
The effect of biased sampling of the flow field by particles due to their iner-
tia can be isolated (i.e., without filtering) by computing fluid particle statistics
along inertial particle trajectories. Likewise, the effect of filtering can be isolated
(i.e., without biased sampling) by computing the inertial particle ‘velocity’ via
(2.3) along fluid particle trajectories based on (2.4). The combination of mixed
simulations enables us to disentangle filtering effects from biased sampling ef-
fects that both influence inertial particle statistics.
The fluid velocity field u(x) is computed via a parallel pseudo-spectral code,
details of which can be found in Brucker et al. (2007). We use a deterministic
forcing scheme to ensure statistical stationarity, whereby the amount of energy
dissipated by viscous forces is injected in the two lowest wavenumbers, main-
taining the total kinetic energy constant. The inertial particles are advanced by
Heuns’ method with use of an integrating factor. Since the particle relaxation
times at low S t are generally much smaller than the fluid time-step ∆t f , we take
multiple particle time-steps per fluid time-step, where fluid velocities are in-
terpolated linearly in time. For all S t we ensure ∆tp/τp ≤ 0.1, where ∆tp is the
particle time-step. The combination of Heuns’ method with the linear interpo-
lation in time is second-order accurate. Table 1 contains a summary of relevant
DNS parameters for the two cases studied.
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Figure 2.1: Second-order longitudinal structure function normalized by
the square of the Kolmogorov velocity. Straight lines show the
expected scaling for the dissipation range (r2) and inertial sub-
range (r2/3).
2.3 Results and Discussion
Kolmogorov (1941) presented three hypotheses that constitute what is now
widely known as K41 theory. The hypothesis of local isotropy states that at
sufficiently large Reynolds number Rλ and far from boundaries, the small scale
turbulence is isotropic. Kolmogorov’s first similarity hypothesis states that at
sufficiently large Rλ and in the absence of boundary effects, there is a range of
scales l ≪ lEI such that statistics are solely determined by the viscosity ν and
the transfer of energy from the large to the small scales in the form of the turbu-
lence kinetic energy dissipation rate ε, where lEI is the scale of the energy con-
taining eddies. This defines the universal equilibrium range. The second simi-
larity hypothesis states that under the same conditions there is a range of scales
η ≪ l ≪ lEI , such that statistics are determined by ε, independent of ν. This
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defines the inertial subrange. The dissipation range is the range of scales l ≪ η.
Application of this theory to the second order structure function G‖2(r, S t = 0)
(fluid particles) yields
G‖2(r, S t = 0) =

C2 [〈ε〉r]2/3 for η ≪ r ≪ lEI ,
〈ε〉
15νr
2 for r ≪ η ,
(2.5)
where C2 ≈ 2.1 (Sreenivasan 1995) is an empirical constant (called the ‘Kol-
mogorov constant’) not determined by the theory. Figure 2.1 shows G‖2(r, S t = 0)
as a function of r in logarithmic coordinates. The scaling ranges for the fluid par-
ticles are easily identified; straight lines with slopes of 2 and 2/3 are shown for
clarity. We also include curves for the finite Stokes particles. It is evident there
is a systematic shift of these curves with increasing Stokes number, particularly
in the dissipation range (although systematic deviations exist in both ranges, as
will be shown). The next sections discuss the scaling in the dissipation range
and inertial subrange in more detail.
2.3.1 The dissipation range
The second-order structure function shown in figure 2.1 displays the expected
r2 scaling for fluid particles (S t = 0) in the dissipation range. However, with
increasing Stokes number there is a systematic departure from the fluid particle
curve, which becomes pronounced for S t > 0.2. Bec et al. (2010) proposed a
scaling of the form
G‖p(r, S t) ∝ rξp(S t) , (2.6)
where 0 ≤ ξp(S t) ≤ p. This assumption is consistent with the limits ξp(S t →
0) = p (fluid limit) and ξp(S t → ∞) = 0 (ballistic limit), and is plausible at
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intermediate values of the Stokes number, where Bec et al. (2010) empirically
found the following functional form fit the data well
ξp(S t) =

p for p ≤ α ln(7/S t) ,
α ln(7/S t) for S t ≤ 7 ,
0 for S t > 7 .
(2.7)
From figure 4 in their paper we estimate the coefficient α = 0.36, independent
of the Reynolds number. One can attribute this variation in the power to the
existence of ‘caustics’ or folds in the velocity distribution of inertial particles at
a given point, of continuously varying strength. When caustics appear, inertial
particle velocities at a point in the fluid are not perfectly correlated. Wilkinson
et al. (2006) and Falkovich et al. (2002) analyzed velocity difference statistics
of two inertial particles at zero separation distance embedded in a white noise
fluid velocity and derived an Arrhenius-like expression of the form
〈|∆v|p〉 (r → 0, S t) = Bp exp [−pA/S t] , (2.8)
where ∆v implies sampling two different inertial particles at a given point, and
the coefficients A and B are independent of the Stokes number, but are implicit
functions of the Reynolds number. Note that (2.8) implies a continuous varia-
tion of caustics with Stokes number. Moreover, this relationship is compatible
with (2.6) proposed by Bec et al. (2010) only if ξp = 0, which in their analysis
occurs for S t & 7.
To assist us in understanding the limit r → 0, it is useful to introduce the
following decomposition of the particle velocity, found by rearranging (2.3)
v = u − τpv˙ . (2.9)
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Substituting this into (2.1), the second order structure function can be expanded
as follows
G‖2(r, S t) =
〈[
∆u · e‖
]2〉 (r)︸            ︷︷            ︸
G‖2(r,S t=0)
−2 τp
〈[
∆u · e‖
] [
∆v˙ · e‖
]〉
(r)︸                          ︷︷                          ︸
≡G‖
uv˙
(r,S t)
+ τ2p
〈[
∆v˙ · e‖
]2〉 (r)︸               ︷︷               ︸
≡G‖
v˙2
(r,S t)
. (2.10)
The existence of caustics implies limr→0 G‖2(r, S t) , 0. If we consider the limit-
ing behaviour of the terms on the right hand side of (2.10), the first two terms
will vanish in the limit r → 0 due to the smooth variation of the fluid velocity
difference ∆u, and hence only the third term is capable of producing a nonzero
(caustic) result. Hence, we coin this term the caustic structure function. If the
power law in (2.6) suggested by Bec et al. (2010) is valid, with ξp(S t) < p when
caustics are present, then we expect under that circumstance the third term to
be dominant for r/η ≪ 1.
Another question to consider is whether caustics exist at all finite values of
the Stokes number. This is certainly implied by (2.8) whereas (2.6) implies they
exist only for S t > 7. One way to approach this question is to consider the limit
S t ≪ 1. Following Maxey (1987), we have v˙ = a to leading order, where a is
the fluid acceleration at the particle position. This implies the inertial particle
velocity is an analytic function of the fluid velocity (Shotorban & Balachandar
2006, 2009), which is inconsistent with the formation of caustics. This suggests
that the Stokes number must exceed a critical value, say S tc, for caustics to form.
Below this value, we expect a smooth variation of all three correlations on the
RHS of (2.10), or equivalently by a Taylor series expansion G‖2(r, S t < S tc) ∝ r2.
Superimposing all of these considerations, we arrive at the following general
expression for the second-order longitudinal structure function in the dissipa-
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Figure 2.2: Results from the multi-variable least squares regression of the
DNS data to (2.11). (a) c‖(S t) normalized by c0 for the two
Reynolds numbers—solid and dashed curves are linear fits to
the small Stokes data based on (2.13); (b) power ξ2 vs Stokes
number, solid lines are the regressed coefficients we obtain (see
table 2.2) and dashed line is from the fit by Bec et al. (2010); (c)
Arrhenius plot of b in (2.12) for S t > S tc to obtain coefficients A
and B; and (d) plot of G‖
v˙2
(r, S t) on the RHS of the decomposi-
tion given in (2.10) vs r/η demonstrating the dominance of this
term at small separations and higher Stokes numbers.
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tion range of turbulence
G‖2(r, S t) =

c‖(S t)r2 for S t < S tc ,
1
3 B
2 exp [−2A/S t] + c‖(S t)rξ2(S t) for S tc ≤ S t ≤ 7 ,
1
3 B
2 exp [−2A/S t] for S t > 7 ,
(2.11)
where c‖(S t), ξ2(S t), A and B are unknowns that will be determined from a re-
gression analysis of the DNS. We begin that analysis by fitting the structure
function for each Stokes number using a nonlinear regression to an expression
of the form
G‖2(r, S t) = ard + b , (2.12)
where a, b and d are the fitting parameters. We then analyze the Stokes number
dependence of these parameters in the context of the form proposed in (2.11),
which allows us to identify S tc. For example, the coefficients A and B in (2.11)
are obtained from a fit of the Stokes number dependence of b to the functional
form 1/3B2 exp [−2A/S t] in the range S t ≥ S tc. Likewise we consider the Stokes
number dependence of the power d (equivalent to ξ2). Within the range S t < S tc,
we expect c‖(S t) to be smooth in the limit S t → 0, allowing us to perform a
perturbation expansion in S t
lim
S t→0
c‖(S t) = c0 + S tc‖1 + · · · , (2.13)
where c0 = 〈ε〉/(15ν) is the coefficient for a fluid particle. We determine c‖1 in this
range from a least-squares fit of a as a function of S t, where the coefficients a are
themselves obtained from a least-squares fit by setting d = 2 and b = 0 in (2.12).
The maximum Stokes number we have simulated is S t = 2, hence we will not
consider the third branch of (2.11), which we include mainly for completeness
and consistency with the expression of Bec et al. (2010).
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Table 2.2: Table of coefficients for 2.11 and 2.13 obtained from the multiple re-
gression analysis of the DNS data.
Rλ = 60 Rλ = 120
c
‖
1/c0 0.53 0.20
A 2.11 1.33
B/uη 4.26 2.32
ζ2(S t < S tc) 2
ζ2(S t ≥ S tc) 0.68 ln(7/S t)
The main results from the two-step regression analysis are shown in fig-
ure 2.2 and the resulting coefficients are summarized in table 2.2. In general the
quality of the regression of the data to (2.11) is quite good. For example, the lin-
ear regime for c‖ is apparent in figure 2.2(a). Notice the slope is a sensitive func-
tion of Reynolds number at least over the range in this study. It is very difficult
to discern from the DNS whether or not there exists a critical Stokes number for
caustics. For a finite sample of inertial particles, the probability of two particles
coexisting at precisely the same point vanishes, and so we must gather statistics
of particles in a small neighborhood around a test particle. The challenge is to
numerically distinguish the caustic (nonzero intercept) from the variation due to
the small, but always finite separation distance. However, some support for the
existence of S tc is found in figure 2.2(b), which shows the power ξ2 as a function
of the Stokes number. Notice the regressed power is nearly identically 2 until
the S t = 0.5 case, at which point it decreases with a functional behavior similar
to the one proposed by Bec et al. (2010), but with a modified coefficient for our
data of α = 0.68. The sudden change in the slope between S t = 0.2 and 0.5 sup-
ports the existence of a critical Stokes number in this range. It does not appear
to be sensitive to the Reynolds number. If we define the critical Stokes number
by the intersection of the two lines in figure 2.2(b) we have 2 = α ln(7/S tc), which
we can solve for the critical Stokes number S tc = 7 exp(−2/α) = 0.37. It is inter-
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of the second-order structure function G‖2(r/η, S t)
based on (2.11) and using the fitted coefficients given in ta-
ble 2.2 (solid lines) with the DNS (symbols).
esting that the critical Stokes number is less than unity, implying even modest
inertia will give rise to caustics. In the Arrhenius plot shown in figure 2.2(c), we
have only considered the higher Stokes number values (i.e., S t ≥ 0.5) because
the intercepts for the lower values were noisy. We see a reasonable fit to the
Wilkinson et al. (2006) and Falkovich & Pumir (2007) relationship, with coeffi-
cients that are sensitive to the Reynolds number, as was found by Falkovich &
Pumir (2007). Finally figure 2.2(d) tests our conjecture that G‖
v˙2
(r, S t) in (2.10)
dominates at r/η ≪ 1 and S t > S tc. We see excellent convergence of this term to
G‖2 in this limit.
Figure 2.3 shows a comparison of the model (2.11) with the fitted coefficients
given in table 2.2 with all of the DNS. There is reasonably good correspondence
for all of the Stokes numbers. We conclude that while (2.11) has not been derived
from first principles, it is consistent with the formulations of Bec et al. (2010) and
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Falkovich & Pumir (2007), and it provides a simple, accurate correlation of the
data within the dissipation range.
2.3.2 The inertial subrange: second-order statistics
Next we consider the scaling of second-order structure functions in the inertial
subrange as a function of the particle Stokes number. In figure 2.4, we show
the second-order structure function normalized by the kinetic energy of the (a)
fluid and (b) inertial particles, respectively. The collapse of the curves obtained
by the latter normalization is quite apparent. We can partially explain this by
recognizing
G‖2(r, S t) =
4
3kp(S t)
[
1 − f (r, S t)] , (2.14)
where kp(S t) ≡ 12〈v · v〉 is the average particle kinetic energy per unit mass and
f (r, S t) is the two-particle, longitudinal correlation function (Pope 2000). By nor-
malizing the second-order structure function by the particle kinetic energy, the
behaviour of the correlation function (or more precisely one minus this quan-
tity) is isolated, which apparently is much less sensitive to the particle Stokes
number. Furthermore, the unexpected non-monotonic trend exhibited by the
structure function (which rises then falls with increasing Stokes number) is re-
lated to the particle kinetic energy. Figure 2.5 shows the kinetic energy of the
particles as a function of Stokes number. Notice the counterintuitive increase
at small Stokes numbers. Also shown on the plot are the kinetic energy of the
fluid along the particle trajectory (biased sampling) and the kinetic energy of
particles along fluid trajectories (filtering). As you can see, the latter is a mono-
tonically decreasing function of Stokes number; indeed, filtering is known to
reduce the kinetic energy of the particle field by an amount that scales like
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Figure 2.4: Second-order inertial particle structure function for Rλ = 120
in the inertial subrange normalized by (a) the the fluid kinetic
energy; and (b) the kinetic energy of the particle field.
kp/k f = 1/[1 + S t f (Rλ)], where k f ≡ 12〈u · u〉 is the fluid kinetic energy per unit
mass (Abrahamson 1975). We conclude that filtering cannot be responsible for
the increase in kp at small Stokes numbers. The biased sampling curve shows
the increase at small S t and is therefore responsible for the non-monotonic be-
haviour of kp(S t).
As discussed in Salazar & Collins (2010), the theory of Chun et al. (2005)
can be used to estimate the effect of biased sampling in the low Stokes number
limit. For a given function of the inertial particle velocity Φ, the average over
the inertial particle field (with biased sampling) to leading order in S t is given
by
〈Φ〉p = 〈Φ〉 + S tτη
∫ t
−∞
〈Φ(t)
[
S 2(s) − W2(s)
]
〉ds , (2.15)
where S 2 and W2 are the second invariants of the rate-of-strain and rate-of-
rotation tensors, respectively. Equation (2.15) predicts the leading order effect
of particle inertial with knowledge only of Lagrangian fluid statistics. The solid
line in figure 2.5 shows the prediction of the Chun et al. (2005); the slope is in
good agreement with the slope found in the DNS at S t = 0.
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Figure 2.5: Inertial particle mean kinetic energy, normalized by the fluid
kinetic energy, as a function of the Stokes number for Rλ = 120.
Notice the ratio increases above one, peaks at S t ≈ 0.2 and
thereafter decreases with increasing Stokes number. The solid
line is the prediction of (2.15) based on the theory of Chun et al.
(2005).
Experimental work by Gibert et al. (2010) at Rλ = 442 confirms the trend
found with Stokes number in the inertial subrange over the range 0 ≤ S t ≤ 0.5,
with d/η ∼ 1 and ρp/ρ = O(1). They considered the more general structure func-
tion G2(r, S t) ≡ 〈∆v ·∆v〉; however, for isotropic turbulence this can be expressed
as G2(r, S t) = G‖2(r, S t)+ 2G⊥2 (r, S t). In the limit S t ≪ 1 if we assume v˙ ≈ a (Maxey
1987), we can express G2(r, S t) as (to leading order in Stokes number)
G2(r, S t) = G2(r, S t = 0) + 4τp〈ε〉 , (2.16)
where we have made use of 〈∆u · ∆a〉 = −2〈ε〉 (Hill 2006). Gibert et al. (2010)
derived a theoretical estimate of Γ(r, S t) = G2(r, S t)/G2(r, S t = 0) by using inertial
subrange scaling for the second-order fluid structure function, G2(r, S t = 0) =
11/3C2(〈ε〉r)2/3, where C2 = 2.1 is a universal constant for fully developed tur-
bulence (Sreenivasan 1995). For heavy particles (ρp/ρ f ≫ 1), their expression
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Figure 2.6: Second-order inertial particle structure function for Rλ = 120 in
the inertial subrange normalized by (a) the second-order struc-
ture function for the fluid; and (b) the second order structure
function for the fluid collocated at inertial particle positions. In
(a) also shown (dashed line with crosses) is the experimental
data from Gibert et al. (2010). The lower curve is for S t = 0.24
and upper curve is for S t = 0.45. The solid lines correspond
to the expression given by (2.17), where the curves rise with
increasing S t.
reduces to
Γ(r, S t) = 1 + 12
11C2
S t
(
r
η
)−2/3
. (2.17)
Figure 2.6(a) shows the ratio Γ(r, S t) for our DNS and the experimental data
of Gibert et al. (2010). Also shown is the theoretical expression given by (2.17).
The DNS data shows that at the lower values of Stokes number the trend is in-
creasing and then at higher Stokes numbers it begins to decrease, eventually
going below unity (not shown). This is in qualitative agreement with the ex-
perimental study, except for the range of S t at which we observe the increase,
0 ≤ S t . 0.2. The theoretical curves show a very small correction to the fluid
particle structure function and in general are not in quantitative agreement with
our DNS. It must be noted that (2.17) does not take into account the effects
due to biased sampling. The effects of biased sampling are not significant on
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Rλ = 120. The solid horizontal lines are equal to 2/3τ2p〈v˙ · v˙〉.
G2(r, S t = 0), but the same cannot be said about 〈ε〉. From (2.16) we can consider
the effects of biased sampling by averaging fluid quantities over inertial parti-
cle trajectories. We define Γ⋆(r, S t) as the ratio of the inertial particle structure
function to the fluid structure function computed along inertial particle paths
G⋆2 (r, S t). This gives,
Γ
⋆(r, S t) = 1 + 4τp〈ε〉pG⋆2 (r, S t)
, (2.18)
where 〈·〉p indicates an ensemble of a fluid quantity at inertial particle locations.
We find that (2.18), shown in figure 2.6(b) agrees reasonably well with the DNS
for S t ≤ 0.1 and therefore provides an alternate explanation for the increasing
trend with Stokes number found at small values of that parameter.
We can exploit the decomposition given in (2.10) in the inertial subrange as
well, and this provides some additional insight on the behaviour of the structure
function at higher values of the Stokes number. Figure 2.7(a) shows G‖2(r, S t)
and G‖
v˙2
(r, S t) in the inertial subrange for several values of the Stokes number.
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Remarkably, the curves for G‖
v˙2
(r, S t) are nearly flat, indicating the correlation
throughout the inertial subrange is independent of the separation distance, but
sensitive to the value of the Stokes number. The solid horizontal lines in the plot
are given by 2/3τ2p〈v˙ · v˙〉, indicating that the particle accelerations in the inertial
subrange are completely uncorrelated (i.e., 〈v˙(x) · v˙(x+ r)〉 = 0 for r in the inertial
subrange). For S t ≥ 0.5 the “caustic” contribution to the second-order structure
function, in the form of G‖
v˙2
, is non-negligible. All of these results taken together
are quite unexpected and require further investigation.
2.3.3 The inertial subrange: higher-order statistics
In order to study the intermittency characteristics of the inertial-particle relative
velocity, we consider higher-order structure functions in the inertial subrange.
The results for the longitudinal and transverse structure functions of orders 2–8
for Rλ = 60 and 120 are given in figures 2.8 and 2.9, respectively. It is readily
apparent that departures of the longitudinal exponents from K41 and K62 in-
crease with both the power p and Stokes number S t. These departures are often
used as a measure of the internal intermittency (Pope 2000). Turbulence mod-
els, in particular multifractal (Frisch 1995) and shell (Biferale 2003) models have
had reasonable success in predicting the dependence of these exponents on the
order. The higher intermittency corrections for the inertial particles are reminis-
cent of a similar trend found for scalars (Warhaft 2000); however, the degree is
even greater for the inertial particles and grows with the Stokes number. The
same cannot be said about the transverse structure function, which exhibits very
different behaviour. Specifically, for p < 6, the exponents can be substantially
larger than the expected value from K62. Moreover, the exponents increase with
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Figure 2.8: Exponents for the inertial particle structure function in the lon-
gitudinal (a, b) and transverse (c, d) directions for Rλ = 60 and
at the indicated Stokes number and power. Vertical lines are
error bars indicating one standard deviation.
increasing Stokes number, the opposite trend to that found for the longitudinal
structure function. Unlike the case of the fluid structure function computed in
an incompressible flow, relations between the longitudinal and transverse iner-
tial particle structure functions are not available.
As noted by Bec et al. (2006) and Ayyalasomayajula et al. (2008), inertial par-
ticle statistics are impacted by both the biased sampling due to preferential con-
centration (Balachandar & Eaton 2010) and the filtering of the underlying fluid
fluctuations by caused by inertia. In order to separate these two effects, we con-
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Figure 2.9: Exponents for the inertial particle structure function in the lon-
gitudinal (a, b) and transverse (c, d) directions for Rλ = 120 and
at the indicated Stokes number and power. Vertical lines are
error bars indicating one standard deviation.
sider structure functions of fluid particles along inertial particle paths (biased
sampling, no filtering) and inertial particles along fluid particle paths (filtering,
no biased sampling). The results for the longitudinal structure function of or-
ders 2–8 are shown in figure 2.10. It is readily apparent that filtering (not biased
sampling) is the dominant effect controlling the changes in the structure func-
tion exponents. This is in stark contrast to inertial particle acceleration statistics.
As shown by Bec et al. (2006), biased sampling is the dominant effect at low S t,
although there is still an effect of filtering on the tails of the probability density
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Figure 2.10: Exponents for the longitudinal structure function of orders 2–
8 at Rλ = 120 for: fluid particles along inertial particle tra-
jectories as a function of (a) power p (at the indicated Stokes
number) and (b) Stokes number (at the indicated power p),
isolating the effect of biased sampling; inertial particles along
fluid particle trajectories as a function of (c) power p (at the
indicated Stokes number) and (d) Stokes number (at the indi-
cated power p), isolating the effect of filtering.
function of acceleration (Ayyalasomayajula et al. 2008). Why it is that filtering
is playing a more significant role in the structure function is not entirely clear.
We conjecture that a single-particle statistic such as the particle acceleration can
be more strongly impacted by biased sampling than a two-particle statistic such
as the structure function, since in the case of the latter, it is the combined envi-
ronment of the two particles that will matter, and this necessarily will diminish
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the biased sampling effect.
An alternative measure of the ‘internal intermittency’ of the inertial particle
velocity field can be found from the following ratio
Λp ≡
G‖p(r, S t)/
[
G‖2(r, S t)
]p/2
G‖p(r, S t = 0)/
[
G‖2(r, S t = 0)
]p/2 . (2.19)
Note that by definition Λ2 = 1 and Λp > 1 implies the particle velocity is more
intermittent (has a broader probability density function) than the fluid velocity.
Figure 2.11 shows the behaviour of Λp in the inertial subrange as a function
of the Stokes number. In general, Λp increases with increasing Stokes number
and power p, suggesting a growth in intermittency with both parameters; these
results are also confirmed by examining the probability density functions of
relative velocity in the inertial subrange (not shown). Perhaps unexpected is
that the relative increase in intermittency with respect to the fluid as a function
of S t is smaller at Rλ = 120.
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2.4 Conclusions
The scaling of relative velocity statistics in both the dissipation range and the
inertial subrange is studied. In the dissipation range we find support for a
Reynolds number dependent critical Stokes number S tc, below which there are
no caustics. In our present DNS S tc ≈ 0.2., the same value at which the study by
Falkovich & Pumir (2007) began to find significant caustic effects, over a sim-
ilar range of Rλ. For S t ≥ 0.5 we find good agreement with theory developed
by Wilkinson et al. (2006) and Falkovich & Pumir (2007). Our findings for the
scaling exponent ξ2(S t ≥ 0.5) of the structure function within the dissipation
range are also consistent with recent work by Bec et al. (2010). In the inertial
subrange we find qualitative agreement with measurements of the inertial par-
ticle second order structure function reported by Gibert et al. (2010) at higher Rλ
than available in our DNS. Inertial subrange scaling of inertial particle structure
functions of order 2 up to 8 is found to resemble that of increasingly intermittent
turbulence as S t increases, demonstrated by the scaling exponents ζp(S t) and by
normalized moment ratios. By manipulating the evolution equations for iner-
tial particles and fluid particles we are able to isolate inertial effects of biased
sampling and filtering. We find that unlike single-particle statistics where bi-
ased sampling largely accounts for the observed behavior at low S t and filter-
ing at high S t, it is filtering that dominates at all S t for two-particle statistics in
the inertial subrange. We introduce the caustic structure function as a means
of quantifying the underlying mechanism of caustic formation not only in the
dissipation range, but also in the inertial subrange. We believe this work will
prove to be useful in modeling the inertial particle collision kernel and relative
dispersion in the inertial subrange.
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CHAPTER 3
ACCELERATION STATISTICS IN HOMOGENEOUS ISOTROPIC
TURBULENCE: THE EFFECTS OF FILTERING AND BIASED SAMPLING
AND FLOW TOPOLOGY∗
In this study we investigate the effect of biased sampling, i.e., the preference
of inertial particles for regions of the flow with low vorticity, and filtering, i.e.,
the tendency of inertial particles to attenuate the fluid velocity fluctuations, on
the acceleration probability density function of inertial particles. In particu-
lar, we find that the concept of biased filtering presented in Ayyalasomayajula
et al. (2008) is relevant to higher order moments of acceleration. Flow topology
and its connection to acceleration is explored through invariants of the velocity-
gradient, strain-rate and rotation-rate tensors. A semi-quantitative analysis is
performed where we assess the contribution of specific flow topologies to ac-
celeration moments. Our findings show that the contributions of regions of
high rotation and low strain decrease significantly with Stokes number, a non-
dimensional measure of particle inertia. The contribution from regions of low
rotation and high strain exhibit a peak at a Stokes number of approximately 0.2.
Following the methodology of Ooi et al. (1999), we compute mean conditional
trajectories in planes formed by pairs of tensor invariants in time. Among the
interesting findings is the existence of a stable focus in the plane formed by the
second invariants of the strain-rate and rotation-rate tensors. Contradicting the
results in Ooi et al. (1999), we find a stable focus in the plane formed by the
second and third invariants of the strain-rate tensor. We confirm the conjec-
ture presented in Collins & Keswani (2004) at a higher Reynolds number than
the original study, whereby inertial particle clustering is expected to saturate at
∗To be submitted to Physics of Fluid.
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Figure 3.1: Normalized acceleration PDFs for different Stokes numbers.
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large Reynolds number. This result is confirmed by theory presented in Chun
et al. (2005). This work complements the study of Bec et al. (2006) and we believe
is useful for those interested in modeling inertial particle acceleration.
3.1 Introduction
Acceleration is a key component of stochastic models that possess Reynolds
number dependence, multiple time-scales and a one-time continuously differ-
entiable velocity autocorrelation function (Pope 2002, Sawford 1991). Because
of the usefulness of stochastic equations in models for turbulent relative disper-
sion (Salazar & Collins 2009, Sawford 2001) and Lagrangian PDF methods (Pope
1985, 1994), a large number of DNS and experiments have been devoted to the
study of acceleration statistics of fluid particles (Biferale et al. 2004, Gylfason
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et al. 2004, La Porta et al. 2001, Mordant et al. 2004a,b, Reynolds et al. 2005,
Sawford et al. 2003, Vedula & Yeung 1999, Voth et al. 2002, 1998, Yeung 1997,
Yeung et al. 2007, 2006a,b). Beginning with the work of Bec et al. (2006), ac-
celeration statistics of inertial particles have been the focus of many recent ex-
periments (Ayyalasomayajula et al. 2006, Brown et al. 2009, Gerashchenko et al.
2008, Qureshi et al. 2008, Volk et al. 2008, Xu & Bodenschatz 2008) and DNS
(Calzavarini et al. 2009, Jung et al. 2008, Lavezzo et al. 2009, Toschi & Boden-
schatz 2009). The current work is intended to provide a better understanding
of inertial particle acceleration, aiding the development of finite-inertia particle
models.
Particle inertia is quantified by the Stokes number, which for a particle of
diameter d and density ρp embedded in a fluid of kinematic viscosity ν and
density ρ is given by S t f ≡ τp/τ f , where τp ≡ 118
ρp
ρ
d2
ν
is the particle relaxation
time and τ f is a flow timescale, typically taken to be the Kolmogorov timescale
τη ≡
(
ν3/〈ε〉
)1/4
, where ε is the instantaneous, local turbulent kinetic energy dis-
sipation rate. There are two important effects due to particle inertia. Previous
work has established that at low to moderate S t1 inertial particles selectively
sample the fluid velocity field owing to a centrifuging mechanism that ejects
them from regions of high rotation causing them to accumulate in regions of
high strain (Maxey 1987). This results in particle number densities much larger
than the expected value at small separation distances, an effect referred to as
clustering or preferential concentration (Bec et al. 2007, Eaton & Fessler 1994, IJz-
ermans et al. 2009, Salazar et al. 2008, Saw et al. 2008, Shaw et al. 1998, Squires
& Eaton 1991b, Sundaram & Collins 1997, Wang & Maxey 1993, Wood et al.
2005). At larger S t there is evidence supporting the clustering of particles in the
1Whenever the subindex is omitted, the Stokes number is based upon the Kolmogorov time
scale.
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vicinity of acceleration stagnation points (Chen et al. 2006, Coleman & Vassili-
cos 2009, Goto & Vassilicos 2008). We refer to this as biased sampling, whereby
fluid statistics calculated along inertial particle paths will differ from those cal-
culated along a fluid particle path. Secondly, inertial particles are less respon-
sive to fluid acceleration as a result of inertial damping, i.e., inertial particles act
as low-pass filters of the frequency content of the underlying fluid velocity field.
We shall henceforth refer to this effect as filtering. Biased sampling and filtering
are not decoupled since both have their origin in the particle inertia. However,
it is possible to artificially decouple these effects by manipulating the evolution
equations for inertial particles, a technique employed originally by Bec et al.
(2006) in the study of the inertial particle acceleration probability density func-
tion. In this paper we employ a similar method to isolate effects of sampling
and filtering on fluid particle acceleration statistics.
Advances in particle tracking methods and technology has enabled the
study of fluid and inertial particle Lagrangian statistics in laboratory turbulent
flows (Berg et al. 2006, 2009, Bourgoin et al. 2006, Gerashchenko et al. 2008, Gib-
ert et al. 2009, La Porta et al. 2001, Lu¨thi et al. 2007, Malik et al. 1993, Mordant
et al. 2004a,b, Ott & Mann 2000, Ouellette et al. 2006a,b, Virant & Dracos 1997,
Volk et al. 2008, Voth et al. 2002, 1998, Xu et al. 2006a,b, 2008), a realm previously
only accessible to direct numerical simulation (DNS) (Benzi et al. 2009, Biferale
et al. 2008, 2005, Squires & Eaton 1991a, Yeung 1994, 2001, 2002, Yeung & Borgas
2004, Yeung & Pope 1989, Yeung et al. 2006a,b). In the context of inertial parti-
cles, Lagrangian measurements in the Cornell wind tunnel (Ayyalasomayajula
et al. 2006) showed that the normalized acceleration probability density function
(PDF) became less intermittent with increasing Stokes number, as can be seen in
Figure 3.1 from the present study. This behavior is non-trivial since the accelera-
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tion variance of inertial particles diminishes with increasing Stokes number (Bec
et al. 2006). Therefore, a narrowing of the tails in the normalized PDF tails from
this effect cannot be explained solely on grounds of the reduction in acceleration
variance. The DNS study of Bec et al. (2006) addressed this issue by sampling
fluid particle statistics along inertial particle trajectories. They showed excellent
agreement between the PDF of fluid acceleration sampled along inertial parti-
cle trajectories and the corresponding PDF for inertial particles at S t = 0.16 and
Rλ = 185, where Rλ is the Taylor microscale Reynolds number. Hence the au-
thors concluded that the change in the PDF shape at low S t can be explained
by the biased sampling of the flow field by inertial particles. However, results
from a vortex model presented in Ayyalasomayajula et al. (2008) showed that
even at low S t biased sampling alone does not capture the complete effect of
inertia on the acceleration PDF tails. As explained by the authors, this can be
better understood by considering an inertial particle subject to a sinusoidal fluid
acceleration with frequency ω and magnitude
√
2A. It was shown that the ra-
tio of inertial particle acceleration variance 〈a2p〉 to the fluid particle acceleration
variance 〈a2f 〉 over one period of oscillation is,
〈a2p〉
〈a2f 〉
=
1
1 + S t2ω
, (3.1)
where S tω ≡ τpω is the Stokes number based on the oscillation frequency. Equa-
tion 3.1 shows that the filtering is a function of the magnitude of the acceleration
event A inasmuch as ω is a function of A. They conjectured that if the timescale
of the acceleration event is a function of its magnitude, then there will be a
biased filtering of the velocity field, i.e, a particle may filter small- and large-
magnitude events differently. Results from the vortex model supported their
conjecture that ω = f (A). In the current study we also find that the accelera-
tion time scale decreases as the magnitude of the acceleration event increases
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and show that filtering still has an effect on the acceleration PDF tail at Stokes
numbers as low as 0.2.
Complementing the work of Bec et al. (2006), we study the effects of biased
sampling and filtering on the tails of the acceleration PDF and the acceleration
autocorrelation function using DNS. We also investigate the relationship be-
tween the acceleration magnitude and the local flow topology and Stokes num-
ber in the context of filtering and biased sampling. We use invariant plots of
the velocity-gradient, rotation-rate and strain-rate tensors to characterize flow
topology following the original work of Chong et al. (1990).
In §3.2 the DNS and particle codes are briefly described, with emphasis on
the method used to isolate the effects of biased sampling and filtering. In the
first part of §3.3 we present our results for the acceleration PDF and the accelera-
tion autocorrelation function, the findings of which support the model proposed
by Ayyalasomayajula et al. (2008). In the second part we discuss flow topology
and how it relates to acceleration events as a function of Stokes number. In §3.4
we summarize our main findings and offer suggestions towards future research
on the subject.
3.2 Numerical methods
The pseudo-spectral DNS code we use is thoroughly described in Brucker et al.
(2007). Of particular relevance to this study is the forcing scheme we use to
obtain statistically stationary turbulence. Energy is injected in the two lowest
wavenumbers at each time step offsetting the losses in kinetic energy owing to
viscous forces, such that the total kinetic energy remains constant throughout
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Table 3.1: Table of DNS flow statistics. The turbulent kinetic energy is given by∫ κmax
0 E(κ)dκ, where E(κ) is the energy spectrum function and κmax is the largest
resolved wavenumber. The longitudinal integral length scale is given by L =
π/(2u′2)
∫ κmax
0 [E(κ)/κ] dκ.
units
Reynolds number Rλ = u′2
√
15/(ν〈ε〉) — 120
Turbulent kinetic energy k
[
L2T−2
]
1.43
Turbulent intensity u′ =
√
2/3k
[
LT−1
]
0.98
Turbulent energy dissipation rate ǫ
[
L2T−3
]
0.32
Longitudinal integral scale L [L] 1.44
Integral time scale T = L/u′ [T] 1.48
Kolmogorov length scale η [L] 0.017
Kolmogorov time scale τη [T] 0.097
Kolmogorov velocity scale uη
[
LT−1
]
0.175
Small scale resolution κmaxη – 2.0
Normalized simulation time Tend/T – 22.0
Number of grid points N3 – 2563
Number of particles at each S t – 32,768
the simulation. Table 3.1 summarizes the main fluid statistics.
The evolution equations for small d/η ≪ 1 inertial particles were derived
in final form by Maxey & Riley (1983). For large particle to fluid density ratios
β ≡ ρp/ρ f ≫ 1 effects of added mass can be neglected. We also neglect the Basset
history term and Faxe´n corrections to Stoke’s law. Because of the low mass and
low volume fractions, two-way coupling and effects on the continuity equation
are neglected, respectively (Elghobashi 2006). The inertial particle evolution
equations for position and velocity are,
dXi
dt = vi (3.2)
dvi
dt =
ui(X) − vi
τp
, (3.3)
where Xi is the particle position, vi is the particle velocity and ui(X) is the fluid
velocity evaluated at the particle position. Equations 3.2 and 3.3 are solved
numerically using Heun’s method (two-stage Runge-Kutta) with use of an in-
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tegrating factor. The fluid velocity is interpolated at the particle position by
an 8-th order Lagrangian polynomial (Berrut & Trefethen 2004). The following
Stokes numbers are simulated: S t = 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2.
In order to isolate the effects of filtering we artificially force inertial particles
to follow fluid particle trajectories. This is accomplished by evolving the inertial
particles according to,
dXi
dt = ui (3.4)
dvi
dt =
ui(X) − vi
τp
. (3.5)
In this way any effects due to biased sampling are removed while those of fil-
tering are retained. The effect of biased sampling can be isolated by computing
fluid statistics along inertial particle trajectories.
Along each particle track (inertial or fluid) the full velocity gradient tensor
is computed and stored in addition to position and velocity vectors at an inter-
val of approximately 0.1τη. The data is periodically stored and the Lagrangian
tracks are assembled a posteriori.
3.3 Results and discussion
3.3.1 The role of biased sampling and filtering on the accelera-
tion PDF
We begin by comparing our single component square-root acceleration variance
results to those of Bec et al. (2006) in Figure 3.2, where 〈a2〉 = 〈aiai〉/3. Owing
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to the difference in Rλ, the results are scaled by the fluid acceleration variance
a0〈ε3/ν〉1/4, where the constant a0 was calculated from the empirical relationship
provided by Ishihara et al. (2007). We have emphasized the low S t range in this
plot by using a logarithmic axis for that coordinate. Also shown is the model
for acceleration variance presented in Zaichik & Alipchenkov (2008). The re-
sults we obtain are in excellent agreement to those of Bec et al. (2006). We also
see that the model of Zaichik & Alipchenkov (2008) represents well the filtering
effect that it is intended to replicate. Particle inertia has a significant effect on
acceleration variance, even at Stokes numbers as low as 0.1. The results show
that for S t ≤ 0.2 the effect of inertia on the acceleration variance is captured by
the effect of biased sampling. As S t increases beyond 2 it is filtering that cap-
tures the effect of inertia. In the intermediate range 0.2 . S t . 2 neither biased
sampling nor filtering completely captures the inertial particle acceleration vari-
ance accurately. Theory presented in Chun et al. (2005) showed that the effect
of biased sampling at low S t is of O(S t), whereas the simple toy model given in
Equation 3.1 shows that the leading term due to filtering is expected to scale as
O(S t2), in agreement with our observations.
Contributions to acceleration variance come predominantly from the central
part of the PDF. Our interest is now turned to the tails of the PDF, which con-
tribute significantly to higher order moments. Figure 3.3 shows details of the tail
of the PDF for increasing S t as a function of biased sampling and filtering. At
S t = 0.025 there is already a measurable discrepancy between the PDF of fluid
particles and inertial particles at O(1e−6). At this low Stokes number the PDF
that captures the filtering effect is indistinguishable from the fluid PDF as is the
PDF from biased sampling with respect to that of the inertial particle. However,
at S t = 0.2 we see that the PDF representing the effect of biased sampling alone
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Figure 3.2: Square root of acceleration variance normalized by the square
root of the fluid acceleration variance as a function of Stokes
number.
is not coincident with the inertial particle PDF deep in the tails, in agreement
with the vortex model of Ayyalasomayajula et al. (2008). As S t increases fur-
ther, we see the sampling-only PDF approaches that of the fluid particle, while
filtering-only PDF approaches the inertial particle PDF. It is interesting to note
that the PDF of biased sampling appears to be more intermittent than that of
the fluid at S t = 2. Higher-order moments of single acceleration components
are plotted in Figure 3.4. As the order increases the effect of biased filtering be-
comes important at ever lower S t, as can be seen by the departure of the curve
for biased sampling from the inertial particle curve.
With the objective of testing the hypothesis put forth in Ayyalasomayajula
et al. (2008), in Figure 3.5 we plot the single component acceleration autocor-
relation function of fluid particles sampled along inertial particle trajectories
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conditioned on the magnitude of the acceleration, given by
ρa|N =
〈a(t)a(t + ∆t)
N〈a2〉
∣∣∣∣∣∣
a2(t)≥N〈a2〉
, (3.6)
where N is an non-negative integer. It is evident from this figure that the corre-
lation times t0, herein defined as the first zero-crossing of the curves (Tennekes
& Lumley 1972, Yeung & Pope 1989), are a decreasing function of acceleration
magnitude. Figure 3.5 shows the case for S t = 0.2, however the same trends are
verified within the entire range of Stokes numbers of this study. Although in
qualitative agreement with the vortex model, the reduction in correlation times
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seen here is less dramatic (see Figure 7 in Ayyalasomayajula et al. (2008)). This
exaggeration of the filtering effect in the model enhances the discrepancies in
the tails of the PDF. Nonetheless, biased filtering does occur and it is impor-
tant in determining the shape of the normalized acceleration PDF. The acceler-
ation autocorrelation function for inertial particles is shown in Figure 3.6. As
expected, with increasing inertia the correlation times increase, since the the
particles are progressively less responsive to changes in the acceleration vector.
The recent study by Jung et al. (2008) has examined the behavior of the inertial
particle acceleration correlation functions over a wide range of Stokes numbers.
In Figure 3.7 we show the effects of biased sampling and filtering on the accel-
eration autocorrelation function. Much like the case of the acceleration variance
(Figure 3.3), the biased sampling effect accounts well for the behavior in the
acceleration autocorrelation of inertial particles up to S t ≈ 0.2. Only beyond
S t = 2 does the filtering effect closely emulate the inertial particle acceleration
autocorrelation curve. This reinforces the need for models that are capable of
accounting for the effect of biased sampling, especially at low S t, such as the
vortex model of Ayyalasomayajula et al. (2008). In addition, theory presented
in Chun et al. (2005) and rederived in the appendix for convenience, is capable
of obtaining inertial particle statistics in the limit S t → 0 with knowledge of
only fluid particle trajectories. This theory can be applied to models for fluid
particles.
3.3.2 Acceleration and flow topology
There is clear evidence of the important role that biased sampling has on the ac-
celeration statistics of inertial particles, particularly in the limit of small Stokes
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numbers. However, it is not clear what aspects of the underlying flow are con-
trolling the particle acceleration statistics. We attempt to uncover this connec-
tion by studying the relationship between flow topology and inertial particle
accelerations.
Flow topology can be characterized by invariant plots of the velocity-
gradient tensor Ai j = ∂ui/∂x j, the symmetric strain-rate tensor S i j = 1/2
(
Ai j + A ji
)
and the anti-symmetric deviatoric rotation-rate tensor Wi j = 1/2
(
Ai j − A ji
)
,
where by definition Ai j = S i j + Wi j. Detailed information on the subject can
be found in previous work (Cantwell 1992, 1993, Chong et al. 1990, da Silva &
Pereira 2008, Ooi et al. 1999, Soria et al. 1994). Each of these tensors satisfies a
characteristic polynomial of the form,
λ3i + Pλ
2
i + Qλi + R = 0 , (3.7)
where λi are the eigenvalues and P, Q and R are the first, second and third tensor
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invariants respectively. For incompressible flows P = Aii = S ii = 0. The other
invariants are given by,
QA = −12Ai jA ji = −
1
2
(
S i jS i j − Wi jWi j
)
, (3.8)
RA = −
1
3Ai jA jkAki = −
1
3
(
S i jS jkS ki + 3Wi jW jkS ki
)
. (3.9)
The invariants QS and RS are obtained by setting the Wi j terms to zero in Equa-
tions 3.8 and 3.9,
QS = −12S i jS i j = −
1
2
S 2 (3.10)
RS = −
1
3S i jS jkS ki , (3.11)
and the only non-zero invariant of Wi j is given by setting the S i j terms to zero in
Equation 3.8,
QW = 12Wi jWi j = −
1
2
W2 . (3.12)
The physical interpretation of these tensor invariants and classification of flows
based on their values is described in the aforementioned literature. Here we
will give a succinct overview of the main observations. The invariant QS is
related to the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate by viscosity through
ε = −4νQS . Hence regions of the flow with intense dissipation will have high
values of |QS |. The invariant QW is essentially enstrophy ω2 = ωiωi, as one
can write QW = 1/4ωiωi, where ωi = ǫi jk∂uk/∂u j is vorticity and ǫi jk is the Levi-
Civita permutation symbol. Regions with high values of QW have been identi-
fied with tube-like structures (Jimenez et al. 1993, Kaneda & Ishihara 2006, She
et al. 1991, Siggia 1981, Toschi & Bodenschatz 2009, Vincent & Meneguzzi 1991)
while regions of high |QS | tend to be identified with sheet-like or ribbon struc-
tures (Kaneda & Ishihara 2006, Moisy & Jimenez 2004). The invariant RS appears
as a source/sink term in the evolution equation for the rate-of-strain S 2 = S i jS i j
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(Davidson 2004, Ooi et al. 1999). If we denote the eigenvalues of the strain-rate
tensor by αS , βS , and γS then RS = −1/3
(
α3S + β
3
S + γ
3
S
)
= −αSβSγS . Furthermore,
continuity requires that αS + βS + γS = 0. If we order the eigenvalues such that
αS ≥ βS ≥ γS , this means that for RS > 0 (strain production), αS , βS > 0 and
γS < 0. So there is extension along two axes and a large compression along one
axis, resembling a sheet-like structure (Batchelor 1953). If RS < 0, then αS > 0
and βS , γS < 0 and the resulting structure is tube-like (Batchelor 1953). The in-
terpretation of QA and RA is dependent on the sign of each. Strain-dominated
regions correspond to QA < 0, whereas rotation dominates for QA > 0. In Equa-
tion 3.9 the term 3Wi jW jkS ki can be written as 3/4ωiω jS i j and represents the vor-
tex stretching term in the evolution equation for enstrophy. If QA ≫ 0, then
RA ∼ −1/4ωiω jS i j and RA < 0 is associated with vortex stretching (enstrophy
production) while RA > 0 is associated with vortex compression (enstrophy de-
struction). On the other hand, if QA ≪ 0, then RA ∼ −1/3S i jS jkS ki = −αSβSγS .
In this scenario, RA > 0 is associated with biaxial strain whereas RA < 0 is
identified with uni-axial strain. For homogeneous turbulence it can be shown
that 〈RA〉 = 〈QA〉 = 0, which implies 1/4〈ωiω jS i j〉 = −〈αsβsγs〉 (Betchov 1956,
Townsend 1951). The mean rate of enstrophy generation by vortex-stretching is
expressed as the average product of the strain-rate tensor eigenvalues. Experi-
mental and numerical evidence has shown that the mean enstrophy generation
in turbulence is a positive quantity (Gotoh et al. 2002, Kerr 1985, Sreenivasan &
Antonia 1997, Taylor 1938, Tsinober et al. 1992), therefore there is a preference
for situations where αSγSβS < 0, associated with conditions of biaxial strain.
The invariants are commonly presented in the form of joint PDFs. Figures 3.8
through 3.10 show the joint PDFs of (RA, QA), (RS , QS ) and (QW ,−QS ) for fluid
particles computed from our DNS, respectively. The tear-drop or pear shape of
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the (RA, QA) joint PDF is common to variety of turbulent flows such as isotropic
turbulence (Ooi et al. 1999), plane mixing layers (Soria et al. 1994), channel
flows (Blackburn et al. 1996), boundary layer flows (Chacin & Cantwell 2000,
Chacin et al. 1996), separated boundary layer flows (Chong et al. 1998), plane
jets (da Silva & Pereira 2008) and the atmospheric surface layer (Gulitski et al.
2007). The tent-like lines in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 are the solutions to DA = 0 and
DS = 0, where DA and DS are the discriminants of Ai j and S i j respectively. These
are given by,
DA =
27
4
R2A + Q3A , (3.13)
DS =
27
4
R2S + Q3S . (3.14)
For DA > 0 there will be two complex-conjugate eigenvalues and one real eigen-
value. For DA ≤ 0 there are three real eigenvalues. From Figure 3.8 we can infer
that (i) small velocity gradients are more likely, (ii) there is a strong correlation
between QA < 0 and RA > 0 (sheet-like structures) along the line DA = 0 and (iii)
for DA > 0, values of QA > 0 are correlated with RA < 0 (tube-like structures).
Because S i j is real and symmetric, DS ≤ 0 and all points in Figure 3.9 lie below
or at the DS = 0 line. The probability of events where RS > 0 (expansion) is
larger than those where RS < 0 (contraction), indicating the prevalence of biax-
ial strain. By defining the ratio a = βS /αS , RS can be written as (Blackburn et al.
1996),
RS = (−QS )3/2 a (1 + a)
(
1 + a + a2
)−3/2
. (3.15)
The positive branch of the DS = 0 curve is a limiting case that corresponds
to a = 1 (axisymmetric expansion). The negative branch is obtained by set-
ting a = −1/2 (axisymmetric contraction). The case a = 0 corresponds to two-
dimensional flow. It is found that the most probable strain rate configuration in
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Table 3.2: Classification of the (R, Q) invariant plane. Q⋆A = −3(R2A/4)2/3. See
Davidson (2004) for more details.
RA > 0 RA < 0
QA > Q⋆A
vortex compression vortex stretching
ωiω jS i j < 0 ωiω jS i j > 0
QA < Q⋆A
biaxial strain uni-axial strain
αSβSγS < 0 αSβSγS > 0
Table 3.3: Classification of the (QW ,−QS ) invariant plane. ↓↓ represents small
values whereas ↑↑ represents large values.
↓↓ QW ↑↑ QW
↓↓ |QS | small velocity gradients intense rotationlarge-scale structures tube-like structures
↑↑ |QS | irrotational dissipation vortex sheetsribbon-like structures intense strain and rotation
many turbulent flows is well approximated by αS : βS : γS = 3 : 1 : −4 (biaxial
strain), where a = 1/3 (Ashurst et al. 1987, Kerr 1987, Tsinober et al. 1992). In our
simulation we find 〈αS 〉/〈S 2〉1/2 : 〈βS 〉/〈S 2〉1/2 : 〈γS 〉/〈S 2〉1/2 = 0.54 : 0.13 : −0.67
with 〈a〉 = 0.24. This result is close to that found in experiments (Lu¨thi et al.
2005) and simulations (Girimaji & Pope 1990, Goto & Kida 2003). Our atten-
tion now turns to Figure 3.10. The region of low QW and high −QS is of intense
dissipation and approximately irrotational. On the other hand, regions of high
QW and low −QS resemble solid body rotation. High values of −QS and QW are
associated with vortex sheets, as found in studies of mixing layers (Soria et al.
1994). The PDF in Figure 3.10 shows asymmetry towards high values of QW , in-
dicating that at a given point in the flow, the local value of QW tends to be larger
than the value of −QS . Tables 3.2 and 3.3 present a rudimentary classification of
the different regions on the (R, Q) and (QW ,−QS ) invariant planes, respectively.
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Figure 3.11: Acceleration contour plots |a|/arms(S t) on the (QW ,−QS ) invari-
ant plane for (a) S t = 0.025, (b) S t = 0.1, (c) S t = 0.2, (d)
S t = 0.5, (e) S t = 1, and (f) S t = 2. The areas outlied by dashed
lines correspond to 1 - high QW and low QS , 2 - high QS and
low QW , 3 - high QW and high QS , and 4 - low QW and low
QS . The values for the ratio |a|/arms(S t) are indicated on the
contour lines.
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Figure 3.12: Joint PDF of the invariant pair (QW ,−QS ) for (a) S t = 0.025, (b)
S t = 0.1, (c) S t = 0.2, (d) S t = 0.5, (e) S t = 1, and (f) S t = 2.
The areas outlied by dashed lines correspond to 1 - high QW
and low QS , 2 - high QS and low QW , 3 - high QW and high QS ,
and 4 - low QW and low QS . The exponents of the decade are
indicated on the contour lines.
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Figure 3.13: Correlation times of the rotation rate and strain rate as a func-
tion of Stokes number.
Acceleration contour plots
In order to understand how inertial particle acceleration relates to flow topol-
ogy, in particular the acceleration magnitude and its higher order moments,
we associate a given acceleration event to a position in the (QW ,−QS ) plane.
This procedure leads to the acceleration magnitude contour plots shown in Fig-
ure 3.11. The main effect of inertia is to stretch the isocontours of acceleration
magnitude towards larger values of QW . This effect becomes quite significant
for S t > 0.2. With increasing S t, in the limit of QS → 0, a given value of |a|
is attained at a much larger value of QW than would be required for QS in the
limit of QW → 0. This trend is consistent with the notion that high-inertia par-
ticles are less susceptible to vortex trapping. We also observe a region in the
(QW ,−QS ) plane where the acceleration magnitude is approximately indepen-
dent of QW . We reason that a possible cause for this is that as the particle inertia
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Figure 3.14: Contribution of the regions outlined in the (QW ,−QS ) plane
of Figures 3.11 and 3.12 to higher-order acceleration moments
for (a) p = 2, (b) p = 4, (c) p = 6, and (d) p = 8.
increases, the persistence of strain as seen by the inertial particle becomes larger
than that of rotation, allowing the inertial particle more time to be influenced
by strain than by rotation, therefore the observed behavior. In order to verify
the assumption about the persistence of strain and rotation, we calculate the
normalized Lagrangian autocorrelation function and the resulting correlation
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time,
ρXY(t) = 〈[X(0) − 〈X〉] [Y(t) − 〈Y〉]〉
σXσY
, (3.16)
τXY =
∫ ∞
0
ρXY(t)dt , (3.17)
where ρXY is the autocorrelation function of X and Y , τXY is the correlation time
and σX and σY are the standard deviations of X and Y respectively. Figure 3.13
shows τW2W2 and τS 2S 2 as a function of Stokes number. It is seen that for fluid par-
ticles τW2W2 is larger, however at S t ≈ 0.3 the trend is reversed and τS 2S 2 becomes
larger. So it seems that the primary effect of increasing inertia on acceleration
is to diminish significantly the effect of rotation. We note that S 2 = −2QS and
W2 = 2QW .
Although the acceleration contour plots provide an interesting view of how
acceleration relates to flow topology, they must be viewed in conjunction with
the (QW ,−QS ) joint PDFs shown in Figure 3.12. A certain value of (QW ,−QS )
may be associated with a large acceleration event, however the probability of
that event may be very low, such that the overall contribution to the variance
and higher-order moments is not significant. The converse is also true. We see
from Figure 3.12 that increasing inertia leads to a reduction in the asymmetry of
the PDF. This effect peaks at S t ≈ 0.5 and then the asymmetry increases at larger
S t. This trend more or less coincides with the peak in particle clustering (Reade
& Collins 2000, Sundaram & Collins 1997) and is consistent with the ejection
of low S t particles from regions of large QW . In Figures 3.11 and 3.12 we have
identified four regions, where each corresponds to a particular flow topology.
We assess the contribution of each of these regions to acceleration variance and
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higher-order moments through the following expression
Λp =
〈[aiai]p
∣∣∣QUW ≤ QW ≤ QLW , −QLS ≤ −QS ≤ −QUS 〉
〈[aiai]p〉
=
∫ QUW
QLW
∫ −QHS
−QLS
gp(QW ,−QS ) f (QW ,−QS )dQW(−dQS )∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0 gp(QW ,−QS ) f (QW ,−QS )dQW(−dQS )
, (3.18)
where gp(QW ,−QS ) is the value of [aiai]p evaluated at (QW ,−QS ), f (QW ,−QS ) is
the joint PDF, QUW , QLW , −QUS , −QLS delimitate the lower (L) and upper bounds (U)
of the region of interest in the (QW ,−QS ) plane and p is a non-negative integer.
The computed values for Λp are shown in Figure 3.14. We see that the region la-
beled as “1” corresponds to high QW and low −QS events, which resemble solid
body rotation. For fluid particles (S t = 0) this region dominates over the region
labeled as “2”, of low QW and high −QS , associated with intense dissipation
events. However, as S t increases, region “1” contributes less towards 〈
[
aia
p
i
]
〉,
attaining a minimum at 0.5 ≤ S t ≤ 1, coinciding with the peak in clustering at
S t ≈ 0.7 (Reade & Collins 2000, Sundaram & Collins 1997). The region labeled
as “4”, of low QW and low −QS , dominates for moments p ≤ 2 at all S t. Note
that this is also the region with the smallest area in the (QW ,−QS ) plane. For
p > 2 and low S t this region contributes less to the total moment than the other
regions. The contribution of region “3”, of high QW and high −QS exhibits less
S t dependence than other regions and is more or less of similar magnitude for
all values of p. Region “2” shows a peak at low S t. We believe this is related
to the accumulation of these particles in regions of high strain and low rotation,
as can be seen in Figure 3.12, combined with the higher acceleration events as-
sociated with this region for 0 < S t ≤ 0.5. The analysis performed here is of a
semi-quantitative nature, in that other regions could have been chosen and the
statistical convergence of the moments p > 2 is not as good.
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Conditional mean trajectories on the invariant plane
Following the methodology of Ooi et al. (1999) we compute conditional mean
trajectories (CMTs) on the invariant planes. These are obtained by calculating
the mean rate of change of an invariant pair 〈DX/Dt〉 and 〈DY/Dt〉 conditioned
on a particular value (X = X0, Y = Y0) on the invariant plane, where X and Y
form the invariant pair. We have,
〈
DX
Dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣(X = X0, Y = Y0)
〉
=
1
NX,Y
X0+∆X/2∑
X0−∆X/2
Y0+∆Y/2∑
Y0−∆Y/2
X(t + ∆t) − X(t)
∆t
, (3.19)
〈
DY
Dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣(X = X0, Y = Y0)
〉
=
1
NX,Y
X0+∆X/2∑
X0−∆X/2
Y0+∆Y/2∑
Y0−∆Y/2
Y(t + ∆t) − Y(t)
∆t
, (3.20)
where ∆X is the bin width of X, ∆Y is the bin width of Y , and NX,Y is the number of
samples in the region X0−∆X/2 ≤ X ≤ X0+∆X/2 and Y0−∆Y/2 ≤ Y ≤ Y0+∆Y/2. The
result is a displacement vector for each position on the invariant plane (X, Y).
From the vectors we can compute CMTs on the invariant plane. These repre-
sent the succession of flow topologies experienced on average by the particles.
Figure 3.15 shows CMTs for the (QW ,−QS ) plane as a function of S t. For all S t
we observe the existence of a stable focus at (QW/〈QW〉,−QS /〈QW〉) ≈ (1, 1). This
focus moves slightly towards a lower value of QW with increasing S t, reaching
a minimum value of QW at S t ≈ 0.5, then increasing towards QW/〈QW〉 = 1 at
S t = 2. A CMT beginning from a region of high −QS and low QW (intense dis-
sipation) moves towards a region of high −QS and high QW (vortex sheet), then
to a region of low −QS and high QW (vortex tubes), followed by a region of low
−QS and low QW , spiraling towards the focus. We note that with increasing S t
less time is spent in the regions of low −QS and high QW . This promotes a rup-
ture in the topological evolution for S t = 2 particles, allowing for trajectories
from regions of high −QS and high QW towards the focus, avoiding regions that
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resemble vortex tubes. Values for the displacement vector of inertial particles
on the (QW ,−QS ) plane are largest in the regions of intense strain and intense
rotation, especially the latter. For fluid particles, large values of of the displace-
ment vector are not common in regions of low QW . In general, displacement
vectors increase in magnitude with distance from the origin of the (QW ,−QS )
plane. The DNS study of Ooi et al. (1999) does not show the stable focus seen
here. Furthermore, in the referred study some of the CMTs that move towards
regions of high −QS and high QW do not return the origin. We find no evidence
of this behavior, as all our CMTs eventually converge to the focus.
In addition to the (QW ,−QS ) invariant plane, we observe some interest-
ing features in the (RS , QS ) and the (R, Q) planes. Figure 3.16 shows CMTs
on the (RS , QS ) plane. The plot for S t = 0 shows a stable focus situated at
(RS /〈QW〉3/2, QS /〈QW〉) ≈ (0.3,−1.5). Because it is located at a positive value of
RS , αSβSγS < 0 and there is extension along two axes and a large compression
along a third axis. As S t increases the focus moves along the null-discriminant
curve towards larger values of RS . However, our data is insufficient to fully
resolve this focus at higher S t. The displacement of the focus is in agreement
with the (RS , QS ) joint PDF (not shown), which indicates that with increasing S t
there is a tendency to favor regions of higher QS in the RS > 0 region, whereas
the opposite occurs within the RS < 0 region (see Figure 3.10). The CMTs be-
gin somewhere along the null-discriminant curve and move towards the focus.
Those that originate on the left branch of the null-discriminant curve move to-
wards the RS > 0 region, whereas those that originate on the right branch of
the null-discriminant curve tend to remain in the RS > 0 region, but unlike the
former CMTs, they initially move towards larger values of QS in a spiraling tra-
jectory towards the focus. The study of Ooi et al. (1999) also shows a focus in the
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Figure 3.15: Conditional mean trajectories on the (QW ,−QS ) invariant
plane for (a) S t = 0.025, (b) S t = 0.1, (c) S t = 0.2, (d) S t = 0.5,
(e) S t = 1, and (f) S t = 2. Only regions with a number of
samples NQW ,−QS ≥ 300 are shown.
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(RS , QS ) plane, however one that is unstable. In the aforementioned study CMTs
begin at the focus and end at the null-discriminant curve. We see the exact op-
posite from our data. The recent experimental study of da Silva & Pereira (2008)
finds trajectories that resemble the ones presented here. For all S t the magnitude
of the displacement vectors increase with the distance from the focus.
Figure 3.17 shows the CMTs on the (RA, QA) invariant plane. We immedi-
ately recognize the tear-drop shape reported for a variety of turbulent flows.
The CMTs evolve in a clockwise spiral towards the origin, with multiple cross-
ings of the null-discriminant curve. As pointed out in Ooi et al. (1999), this sug-
gests that on average particles move from regions dominated by large velocity
gradients (small-scales) to regions of small velocity gradients (large-scales). In
Figure 3.17 we have not made any restrictions on the number of samples NRA ,QA
in order to more clearly demonstrate the dependence on S t. Perhaps the most
interesting trend is that with increasing S t the CMTs spiral more rapidly to-
wards the origin. It also seems that with increasing S t, particles are less likely
to inhabit the region RA > 0 above the null-discriminant curve. Following the
classification of Chong et al. (1990), we recall this region represents one which
is rotation dominated and of vortex compression. This trend peaks with the
maximum in the inertial particle clustering, subsiding at larger S t, where the
particle relaxation time becomes too large for particles to maintain a significant
correlation with the local flow topology (Bec et al. 2006).
Additional finding related to flow topology
Collins & Keswani (2004) studied the Rλ dependence of clustering in the low S t
limit. They were able to relate clustering to the difference 〈S 2 − W2〉, where the
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Figure 3.16: Conditional mean trajectories on the (RS , QS ) invariant plane
for (a) S t = 0.025, (b) S t = 0.1, (c) S t = 0.2, (d) S t = 0.5, (e)
S t = 1, and (f) S t = 2. Only regions with a number of samples
NRS ,QS ≥ 300 are shown.
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Figure 3.17: Conditional mean trajectories on the (RA, QA) invariant plane
for (a) S t = 0.025, (b) S t = 0.1, (c) S t = 0.2, (d) S t = 0.5, (e)
S t = 1, and (f) S t = 2. No restriction on the number of samples
NRA ,QA is made.
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ensemble is taken along inertial particle trajectories. This quantity is precisely
2〈QW − QS 〉 as experienced by inertial particles. In the limit S t → 0 the the-
ory presented in Chun et al. (2005) allows one to compute these statistics with
knowledge only of fluid particle trajectories. An overview with the derivation
of the main result of the theory is presented in §3.4. Collins & Keswani (2004)
found that 〈S 2〉 decreased with increasing Rλ and conjectured that clustering
saturated at large Rλ. In Figure 3.18 we further extend the range of Rλ of that
study and confirm its findings. Moreover, we note that 〈S 2〉 for S t ≪ 1 not only
decreases with Rλ but also goes below the respective value for fluid particles.
This suggests that low inertia particles are ejected not only from regions of high
rotation, but also from regions of high strain. A careful analysis of Figure 3.12
reveals that with increasing inertia particles are ejected from regions of overlap-
ping high strain and high rotation, while there is an increase in the number of
particles in regions of high strain and low rotation. Also shown in the figure is
the result from the theory of Chun et al. (2005), which predicts the correct slope
for 〈S 2〉 and 〈W2〉. To the best knowledge of the authors, this result has not been
reported previously.
3.4 Conclusions
The effect of filtering and biased sampling on inertial particle acceleration has
been studied. In particular, we find that biased sampling does not capture the
complete effect of the particle inertia, even at low Stokes numbers. The effect of
biased filtering, i.e., the dependence of the acceleration time scale on the mag-
nitude of the acceleration event, is also important, especially for higher order
moments. Our results confirm the findings in Ayyalasomayajula et al. (2008),
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Figure 3.18: Second invariants of the strain and rotation-rate tensors as a
function of S t. The solid and dashed lines are predictions from
the theory presented in Chun et al. (2005) for Rλ = 60 and
Rλ = 120 respectively.
and highlight the need for models that incorporate aspects of flow structure. In
order to better understand how acceleration is related to flow topology, we com-
pute invariants of the velocity-gradient tensor, the strain-rate and rotation-rate
tensor along particle trajectories. The joint PDFs of invariant pairs along with
acceleration contour plots on invariant planes allow us to compute the contri-
bution of specific flow topologies to the acceleration moments. We find further
confirmation that inertial particles are ejected from regions of high-rotation and
that these contribute the least to the acceleration moments precisely as cluster-
ing or preferential concentration peaks at S t ≈ 0.7 (Sundaram & Collins 1997).
Following the methodology presented in Ooi et al. (1999), we compute condi-
tional mean trajectories on the invariant planes for inertial particles for the first
time. These trajectories represent the mean displacement of particles on the in-
variant plane and in principle do not correspond to actual individual particle
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trajectories. Nonetheless, they are useful in providing a picture for the evolu-
tion of flow topology. Interesting findings include the existence of a stable fo-
cus in the invariant plane formed by the second invariant of the strain-rate and
rotation-rate tensor. The unstable focus in the invariant plane formed by the
second and third invariants of the strain-rate tensor reported in Ooi et al. (1999)
has been found to be stable in our study. In addition we extend the Rλ range
presented in the investigation of Collins & Keswani (2004), where the conjec-
ture was made that inertial particle clustering saturates at high Rλ. Our results
support this contention and moreover, we find that for S t < 0.5 inertial parti-
cles on average sample less strain than fluid particles. We believe this work will
contribute to a better understanding of the effects of inertia on acceleration and
how flow topology relates to the latter.
This work was supported by the National Science Foundation under grant
CBET-0756510. J.P.L.C.S. acknowledges support from the Brazilian Ministry of
Education through the CAPES agency.
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APPENDIX
Let P be the probability of a given point and let averages be defined as
〈φ〉p =
∫
V
φPdx , (3.21)
where φ is an arbitrary quantity. The assumption is that P for fluid points is
constant (P = 1/V), which implies a uniform weighting. The governing equation
for P is
∂P
∂t
+
∂Pvi
∂xi
= 0 , (3.22)
under the assumption that the particles are non-diffusing. Note that this expres-
sion is general, so long as vi is the velocity of the particle of interest. Therefore
this applies equally to fluid particles (in which vi = ui) as well as inertial parti-
cles. The expression above can be rearranged as follows
∂P
∂t
+ vi
∂P
∂xi
= −P∂vi
∂xi
. (3.23)
Next we apply a perturbation expansion for the probability and velocity in
terms of the particle Stokes number
P =P(0) + S tP(1) + · · · , (3.24)
vi =v
(0)
i + S tv
(1)
i + · · · . (3.25)
The equation of motion for the particles is
dvi
dt =
ui − vi
τp
, (3.26)
which can be written as
S tdvidt =
ui − vi
τη
. (3.27)
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Substituting the asymptotic expansion and evaluating orders yields
S t0 :v(0)i = ui , (3.28)
S t1 :
dv(0)i
dt = −
v
(1)
i
τη
. (3.29)
Substituting the first result into the second gives
v
(1)
i = −τη
dui
dt , (3.30)
where the RHS involves the Lagrangian derivative. The RHS can be evaluated
by taking the divergence of Eq. (3.30)
∂v
(1)
i
∂xi
= −τη
∂
∂xi
[
∂ui
∂t
+ u j
∂ui
∂x j
]
= −τη
∂u j
∂xi
∂ui
∂x j
. (3.31)
Defining the rate-of-strain and rate-of-rotation tensors as follows
S i j ≡
1
2
(
∂u j
∂xi
+
∂ui
∂x j
)
, (3.32)
Wi j ≡
1
2
(
∂u j
∂xi
− ∂ui
∂x j
)
, (3.33)
we can express the velocity divergence as follows
∂v
(1)
i
∂xi
= −τη(S 2 − W2) , (3.34)
where S 2 ≡ S i jS i j and W2 ≡ Wi jWi j.
Next we apply the perturbation expansion to Eq. (3.23)
S t0 :∂P
(0)
∂t
+ ui
∂P(0)
∂xi
= −P(0)∂ui
∂xi
= 0 , (3.35)
S t1 :∂P
(1)
∂t
+ ui
∂P(1)
∂xi
+ v
(1)
i
∂P(0)
∂xi
= −P(1) ∂ui
∂xi
− P(0)∂v
(1)
i
∂xi
. (3.36)
We can simplify the second equation using continuity and the fact that P(0) is
constant to obtain
∂P(1)
∂t
+ ui
∂P(1)
∂xi
= −P(0)∂v
(1)
i
∂xi
, (3.37)
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which we can express in terms of the substantial derivative as follows
dP(1)
dt = −P
(0)∂v
(1)
i
∂xi
. (3.38)
Substituting Eq. (3.34)
dP(1)
dt = P
(0)τη(S 2 − W2) (3.39)
We can formally integrate this (along a fluid particle trajectory) to yield
∴ P(1) = P(0)τη
∫ t
−∞
[
S 2(s) − W2(s)
]
ds (3.40)
We now have the tools to compute averages. We define the unweighted and
weighted averages, respectively
〈φ〉 =
∫
φ(t)P(0)dx , (3.41)
〈φ〉p =
∫
φ(t)Pdx . (3.42)
Substituting the asymptotic expansion P = P(0) + S tP(1) + · · · into the second
expression
〈φ〉p = 〈φ〉 + S tτη
∫ t
−∞
〈φ(t)
[
S 2(s) − W2(s)
]
〉ds . (3.43)
We can express this as
〈φ〉p =〈φ〉 + S tτη
∫ t
−∞
〈[φ(t) − 〈φ〉] [S 2(s) − 〈S 2〉]〉ds
− S tτη
∫ t
−∞
〈[φ(t) − 〈φ〉] [W2(s) − 〈W2〉]〉ds , (3.44)
since 〈S 2〉 = 〈W2〉 = ǫ/2ν. We then define the correlation coefficient as
ρXY(t) ≡ 〈X
′(0)Y ′(t)〉
σXσY
, (3.45)
where X′ = X − 〈X〉, Y ′ = Y − 〈Y〉, σX =
√
〈X′2〉 and σY =
√
〈Y ′2〉. Substituting into
Eq. (3.44) yields
〈φ〉p = 〈φ〉 + τηS tσφσS 2
∫ t
−∞
ρS 2φ(t − s)ds − τηS tσφσW2
∫ t
−∞
ρW2φ(t − s)ds . (3.46)
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Letting τ = t − s and dτ = −ds we have following rearrangement
〈φ〉p = 〈φ〉 + τηS tσφσS 2
∫ ∞
0
ρS 2φ(τ)dτ − τηS tσφσW2
∫ ∞
0
ρW2φ(τ)dτ . (3.47)
We then define time correlations
TXY =
∫ ∞
0
ρXY(t)dt . (3.48)
Substituting yields the final expression
∴ 〈φ〉p = 〈φ〉 + τησφS t
(
σS 2TS 2φ − σW2TW2φ
)
. (3.49)
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